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Chapter 1: General Introduction

The World Health Organization’s (WHO) Mental Health Action Plan 2013-2020
defines mental health as “a state of well-being in which the individual realizes [their] own
abilities, can cope with normal stresses of life, can work productively and fruitfully, and is
able to make a contribution to [their] community” (2013, p. 6). The determinants of mental
health are not solely based on the individuals’ internal resources and coping skills, but also
“social, cultural, economic, political and environmental factors such as national policies,
social protections, living standards, working conditions and community social supports”
(WHO, 2013, p. 7). The Adverse Childhood Experiences study (Felitti & Anda, 2009)
revealed an empirical connection between childhood trauma and adversity to physical,
behavioral and emotional disorders in adulthood.
In the United States, a range of trained providers from a variety of public and private
agencies attempt to address the needs and goals of clients who are seeking assistance with
mental health concerns. The effect size of treatment stands at .8—the average person
receiving treatment is better off that 80% of those who do not receive treatment (Lambert
& Ogles, 2004; Wampold, 2007). Of the 8.9 million adults with a mental health concern or a
substance use disorder, approximately 40% do not receive any treatment (World Health
Organization, 2014).
Therapeutic Relationship
Decades of empirical research finds the therapeutic relationship that evolves
between the client who seeks services and the professional who attempts to meet those
services to be one of the most important components of good outcome in mental health
treatment (Duncan, Miller, Wampold & Hubble, 2009). The therapeutic relationship also
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activates the factors within the client that influence positive change (Duncan, Miller,
Wampold & Hubble 2010). Historically, the therapeutic relationship was viewed as an
opaque, highly boundaried arrangement (Safran & Muran, 2000; Silverman, 1996;
Spezzano, 1996). Contemporary mental health treatment encourages a more transparent,
collaborative exchange between mental health professional and client (Safran & Muran,
2000; Silverman, 1996; Spezzano, 1996).
The Client: An Important Voice
Beyond expert, professional discourses, researchers now recognize the clients’ own
perspective as a valued source of information on the therapeutic relationship (Hodgetts &
Wright, 2007; Rogers, 2003). Chapter three of The Heart and Soul of Change (Duncan,
Miller, Wampold & Hubble, 2009) outlines the importance of the client in a chapter
entitled, “Clients: The Neglected Common Factor in Psychotherapy” (Bohart & Tallman).
Specifically, as much as 40% of the variance in treatment is accounted for by the client and
factors in their life (Asay & Lambert, 1999). The client’s voice has added depth to mental
health professional’s understanding of what is helpful in treatment.
Power in the Therapeutic Relationship
Given the importance of the relationship between client and MHP, counseling is
identified as a social influence process (J. Corrigan, Dell, Lewis, & Schmidt, 1980; S. Strong,
1968)—clients seek out an expert mental health professional to assist them in changing
aspects of their internal or external world that are negatively impacting their mental
health. French and Raven (1959; Raven, 2008) identified six bases of power: legitimate,
reward, information, coercive, expert, and referent. Many contemporary practitioners and
scholars have written about power and the power dynamic (Brown, 1994; Harrison, 2013;
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Miller, 2008a; Veldhuis, 2001). While power appears to be an important part of the
therapeutic relationship, anecdotal or theoretical explorations of power dominate
professional discourse. More research on power form the client’s perspective is needed.
Critical Theory
Paradigms assist researchers in shaping the inquiry of their research (Creswell,
2007). Critical Theory (CT) is one of the main research paradigms outlined by qualitative
scholars that can be utilized as a lens to guide the research process (Creswell, 2007;
Ponterotto, 2005). CT arose out of the Frankfurt Institute of Social Research, formed in
1923, and strongly influenced by the social and political zeitgeist (Bronner, 2011) to
systematically challenge the ideology behind liberal capitalism. Critical theory is utilized as
a way to go beyond positivism and it has influenced the development of various critical
disciplines throughout social sciences (Austin & Prilleltensky, 2001). While a diverse
history, philosophy and set of scholars have influenced CT, its goal is to “enhance human
agency in order to modify conditions of systematic suffering.” (Austin & Prilleltensky, 2001,
para 11). Kincheloe & Mclaren (2005) outline contemporary reinterpretations and
guidelines for critical theory in The Sage Handbook of Qualitative Research. The lens of
critical theory is a useful way to highlight issues of power within the therapeutic
relationship.
Rationale
The purpose of this dissertation is to demonstrate scholarly work by using the
Manuscript Document Dissertation Format as outlined by the Oregon State University
Graduate School. In following this format, this dissertation consists of two journalformatted manuscripts. Manuscript 1 (Chapter 2) is a systematic review of research titled,
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A Critical Metasynthesis of the Qualitative Literature on the Client’s Experience of Power in
the Therapeutic Relationship. Manuscript 2 (Chapter 3) is a reporting of part of an emergent
theory from a qualitative research study titled, The Client’s Experience of Power in the
Therapeutic Relationship: Five Consequences.
The implications for research in this area are important for practitioners and clients
as well as other professionals including educators, supervisors and researchers in the
mental health professions. The qualitative research that has been done on the therapeutic
process is wide- ranging and ongoing. Studies that have yielded significant insights in the
therapeutic relationship focus on a variety of relationship elements and therapeutic
processes. How clients perceive change (Nilsson, Svensson, Sandell, & Clinton, 2007),
helpful or hindering experiences (Koehn, 2007), relational depth (R. Knox, 2008) and
inquiries on the therapeutic alliance (Bachelor, 1995; Eyrich-Garg, 2008), all inform a
nuanced understanding of the therapeutic relationship. The diverse pool of literature on
the therapeutic relationship has not been systematically review to further inform policy
and practice in the mental health professions.
Manuscript 1: A Critical Metasynthesis of the Qualitative Literature on the Client’s
Experience of Power in the Therapeutic Relationship
The first manuscript, Chapter 2, represents a systematic review of the qualitative
research conducted on the therapeutic relationship. Qualitative metasynthesis was chosen
as this type of rigorous synthesis of the literature has not been completed to date. The
review is conducted through the lens of critical theory with an emphasis on the central
phenomena of power. The research includes 17 studies conducted between 1995 through
2014.
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This systematic review of research had three objectives; to conduct an overall
characterization of the research, to evaluate the research through scholarly criteria, and to
identify a schema across all studies through a systematic synthesis. The characterization of
the literature consisted of reviewing each article to clarify the purpose of the study; the
professional paradigm, demographic characteristics, and presenting problems of
participants; and to identify the research method utilized in the study. This
characterization provided an overall picture of the qualitative research and informed the
breadth and depth of qualitative inquiry conducted on the therapeutic relationship.
The evaluation of each study was completed to assess the quality of the research
and further aid in familiarity with the studies included in the metasynthesis. Several points
of comparison from leading scholars in qualitative research were examined to assist the
critique process including focus of research inquiry, research setting, researcher role,
presentation of findings, and coherence (Hoyt & Bhati, 2007; Kline, 2008).
The third objective was to gain an understanding of what the qualitative research in
total revealed about power as a central phenomenon in the therapeutic relationship.
Guided by the scholarly work of Sandelowski & Barasso (2007), a systematic metasynthesis
of the findings for the 17 studies yielded a two-part schema describing the mechanisms and
consequences of power in the therapeutic relationship. This manuscript fills a critical gap
in the literature as there has not been a metasynthesis of the qualitative research on this
topic that acknowledges the role of power in the therapeutic relationship.
Manuscript 1 provides a systematic analysis of a selection of qualitative studies that
yields significant results on the therapeutic relationship. Through the metasynthesis
process, a two-part schema, viewed from the critical theory paradigm, illuminates the
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mechanisms and the consequences of power in the therapeutic relationship with a focus on
the client. This metasynthesis provides a deeper understanding of the role of power in the
therapeutic relationship from the client’s perspective.
Manuscript 2: The Client’s Experience of Power in the Therapeutic Relationship: Five
Consequences
The second manuscript, Chapter 3, shared results from a critical qualitative
grounded theory study that further examines the client’s experience of power in the
therapeutic relationship. The metasynthesis schema in Manuscript 1 revealed that, despite
specific mention of power in only five of the 17 studies, power accounts for most of the
client’s experiences of the therapeutic relationship. Given the increased importance the
mental health professions have placed on egalitarian, collaborative relationships with
clients, examining power as an aspect of the client’s experience also gains importance to
further inform practice. While some studies have yielded information about the client’s
experience of power, no studies have focused on the client’s experience of power directly
with an emphasis on critical theory.
The purpose of the study was to understand the client’s experience of power within
the therapeutic relationship. Existing studies provided a limited understanding of power
from the client’s perspective. Therefore, the following research question was addressed:
“How does the client experience power in the therapeutic relationship?” This study was
designed to address the identified gaps in the current literature. Grounded theory
methodology via the analysis procedures of Corbin & Strauss (1998) were used with a
constructivist influence from Charmaz (1995, 2006) to keep participants’ voices and
meaning as central as possible in the theory development. Audio taped interviews were
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transcribed, and open coding identified concepts, properties, and dimensions of the data
through an initial line-by-line analysis.
Data analysis revealed contexts, processes and actions that influence the central
phenomena of the negotiation of power in therapeutic relationships. Five power contexts—
described both historically and presently, how the participants explained the negotiation of
power in their TR’s. A core process emerged from the data, the MHP’s awareness & use of
the power contexts—which influenced the central category, the negotiation of power in the
therapeutic relationship. An important part of the emergent theory, the consequences of
the negotiation of power, was outlined in the second manuscript. These consequences are
important as they may provide and opportunity for MHP’s to address power related issues
in the therapeutic relationship. Figure 3, (Appendix J) is a visual of the full theory, The
Negotiation of Power in the Therapeutic Relationship. The supplement to the dissertation
includes a Partial Manuscript for Power Contexts in the Negotiation of Power in the
Therapeutic Relationship. This document describes a portion of the grounded theory that
will be explored in a future manuscript.
Publication Venues
The Journal of Mental Health Counseling is a probable venue for submission and
publication for either manuscript since the research projects contained within this
dissertation have implications for clinical mental health practice. This journal publishes
scholarly works that emphasize new developments, theory, professional exchange, or
research related to mental health practice. The inclusion of “cutting edge strategies” and
“innovative applications” imply a welcoming venue for these two research projects that
focus on power in the therapeutic relationship.
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Thematic Relevance
Emphasis on power within the therapeutic relationship links the two manuscripts.
Manuscript 1 represents a systematic review of research and outlines a schema of the
mechanisms and consequences of power gleaned from data drawn from qualitative studies
of the therapeutic relationship. The synthesis of the qualitative research in Manuscript 1
inform Manuscript 2. The study at the center of manuscript 2 was completed to address the
importance of the topic to the mental health professions and to attend to the gaps in the
literature. The second manuscript reported the consequences of power from the client’s
perspective.
Organizational Structure of Dissertation
The organization of this dissertation follows Manuscript Document Dissertation
format. Chapter 1 serves as introduction to the central topics that form the foundation of
this dissertation: the therapeutic relationship, client perspectives, and power. It provides a
general description of the topic as a whole and establishes the importance of this area of
inquiry. Chapter 1 gives a brief overview of Manuscript 1 (Chapter 2), which is a
metasynthesis of the qualitative research on the client’s experience of the therapeutic
relationship using a critical framework that acknowledges power. Chapter 1 also provides
an overview of Manuscript 2 (Chapter 3). Manuscript 2 reported partial results from a
critical grounded theory study that explored the client’s experience of power in the
therapeutic relationship. Chapter 1 also provides definitions of specialized terms used
throughout the dissertation. Chapter 4, a conclusion to the dissertation, follows the two
manuscripts. Appendices are included in the dissertation to assist readers in further
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contextualizing the research and serve as a partial audit trail. Additional research materials
are available in the supplement to the appendices.
Definitions
The following terms have been identified as warranting a definition:
1. Power: The definition used for power in this study is a general one: “the capacity or
ability to direct or influence the behavior of others or the course of events
(Oxford, n.d.). This refers to the influence and movement that occurs between client
and practitioner based on particular behaviors, interactions, setting, and systemic
factors (DeVaris, 1994; Jordan, 1993; Veldhuis, 2001). There are interpersonal and
systemic components to power (Guilfoyle, 2005).
2. Mental Health Treatment: The professional practice of utilizing a therapeutic
relationship and technical interventions to assist a person (or persons) in resolving
problems in the emotional, psychological, relational, political, and environmental
domains of one’s life.
3. Therapeutic Relationship: The therapeutic relationship includes the emotional bond
and working alliance that evolves between a client and practitioner within mental
health treatment.
Author Note: The professional practice of counseling, psychotherapy, counseling
psychology, clinical psychology, clinical social work, marriage and family therapy,
and community mental health treatment and psychiatric nursing have substantial
overlaps in their methods and goals for the treatment of mental health difficulties.
Subtle differences exist; each profession defines itself with its own professional
identity, training standards, and ethical codes. For the purpose of consistency and
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achieving a multidisciplinary focus in this dissertation, the descriptors “mental
health profession,” “mental health professional” or “practitioner”, and “clients” will
be used most often to represent the mental health professions, mental health
professional, and clients of mental health professionals, respectively.
To this researcher’s knowledge, research in the area of power in the therapeutic
relationship is minimal, and a theory does not exist to inform practitioners and clients of
mental health treatment. Further, this study adds to the understanding of power within the
therapeutic relationship and helps grow the body of empirical knowledge on this topic.
This research has implications for practitioners, supervisors, educators, and researchers
within the mental health professions.

Chapter 2

Running head: CRITICAL METASYNTHESIS OF CLIENT’S EXPERIENCE

A Critical Metasynthesis of Qualitative Research on the
Client’s Experience of Power in the Therapeutic Relationship
Karen A. Hixson
Oregon State University
Deborah J. Rubel
Oregon State University

12
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Abstract
The therapeutic relationship between client and practitioner is unquestionably an
important part of successful mental health treatment. Several qualitative studies have
explored the more nuanced aspects of the client’s experience of the therapeutic
relationship but have not been synthesized to more broadly inform clinical practice. This
manuscript systematically draws together the results of the qualitative research on the
therapeutic relationship from a critical perspective and with power as a central
phenomenon. The question that guided the metasynthesis was: What is the role of power in
the client’s experience of the therapeutic relationship? The results revealed seven
mechanisms of power with four consequences on the therapeutic relationship.
Recommendations are made to assist practitioners, educators and supervisors to more
effectively engage power as an important aspect of the therapeutic relationship in clinical
and educational settings.
Keywords: qualitative metasynthesis, critical theory, therapeutic relationship, power
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A Critical Metasynthesis of the Qualitative Research on the
Client’s Experience of Power in the Therapeutic Relationship
Several decades of quantitative research reveal that one of the largest contributors
to the success of mental health treatment is the therapeutic relationship (Duncan, B. L.,
Miller, S. D., Wampold, B. E. & Hubble, 2010). Qualitative research has continued to inform
the nuances of the therapeutic relationship through narratives of practitioners, clients and
practitioner-client dyads. However, the diverse pool of qualitative literature on the
therapeutic relationship has not been examined as a whole to inform clinical practice. The
rationale for this metasynthesis is built upon the key role of the therapeutic relationship in
effective mental health treatment and the importance of understanding client experiences
of the relationship. Additionally, the helping professions have placed importance on the
awareness of power in the therapeutic relationship, particularly through increased
emphasis on the social justice lens (Ratts, 2009). Despite this shift, much of the qualitative
research on the therapeutic relationship does not overtly examine power or power
dynamics. This manuscript synthesizes qualitative research on client experiences of the
therapeutic relationship from a critical perspective and while considering power as a
central phenomenon.
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The Therapeutic Relationship
Empirical research has recognized the relationship between client and mental
health professional as one of the most important factors in the success of mental health
treatment (Duncan, B. L., Miller, S. D., Wampold, B. E. & Hubble, 2010; Norcross &
Wampold, 2011; Norcross, 2010). Specifically, the therapeutic alliance (aka the working
alliance)—which is the negotiation and agreement of therapeutic goals, tasks, and bond
between client and counselor—has been proven as important for a successful outcome
(Bordin, 1979; Horvath & Greenberg, 1994; Safran & Muran, 2000). Several additional
elements of the therapeutic relationship have been proven effective or promising including
the therapist’s use of collaboration, empathy, and positive regard for the client as well as
therapist congruence and genuineness (Norcross & Wampold, 2011). Particular qualities
and behaviors on the part of the mental health professional influence the quality of the
therapeutic relationship.
Client Perspectives of the Therapeutic Relationship
Clients’ perspectives gleaned from qualitative research are increasingly seen as
valuable data about the efficacy of mental health treatment (Hodgetts & Wright, 2007;
Rogers, 2003). The psychotherapy outcome research recommends that practitioners
collaborate with clients, privilege the clients’ perspective and request feedback directly
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from clients throughout treatment (Duncan, Miller, Wampold & Hubble, 2010). While client
perspectives are clearly important in understanding effective process and outcome of
mental health treatment, professional discourse and empirical research have often
prioritized the expert perspective of the mental health professional over that of the client
(Bohart, 2010; Duncan, Miller, Wampold & Hubble, 2010; Hodgetts & Wright, 2007).
However, studies indicate that the client’s perception of the therapeutic relationship
correlates higher with treatment success than that of the mental health professional
(Bohart, 2010; Rogers, 2003). Client perspectives add depth to what is already known
about the therapeutic relationship.
The Qualitative Literature on the Therapeutic Relationship
Dozens of qualitative studies have been conducted on aspects of the client’s
experience within the therapeutic relationship and range from an emphasis on relational
depth (R. Knox, 2008), the therapeutic alliance (Bachelor, 1995), meaningful experiences
(Sackett, Lawson, & Burge, 2012), and the client’s experience of change (Nilsson et al.,
2007). This qualitative research currently exists as a pool of fragmented insights rather
than a cohesive narrative that can be explored through additional, systematic research.
Qualitative metasynthesis evolved for this purpose— to systematically examine findings
from a collection of studies to support policy or practice (Sandelowski & Barasso, 2007;
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Sandelowski, 2012; Thomas & Harden, 2008). Researchers analyze the data in the final
published qualitative manuscripts in order to address a specific research question or target
phenomenon. This methodology links individual qualitative studies to prevent
underutilization of their findings as well as to inform best practice (Sandelowski & Barasso,
2007). Qualitative metasynthesis is an ideal methodology to examine multiple studies on
the therapeutic relationship.
Power in Therapeutic Relationships
The role of power exists as an important yet under-examined aspect in the
formation and function of therapeutic relationships. These relationships are power-laden,
and some professionals have shifted their stance regarding how to view power (Brown,
1994; 2007; Ratts, 2009; Walker, 2008). While historically considered an opaque endeavor
with firm boundaries, therapeutic relationships have become more collaborative and
transparent (Safran & Muran, 2000; Silverman, 1996; Spezzano, 1996). These shifts are
largely due to a complex exchange between feminist, multicultural, relational, narrative,
and social justice influences within the fields of psychology, counseling, and social work
(Aldarondo, 2007; Brown, 1994; Evans, K. M., Kincade, E. A. & Seem, 2011; Fox &
Prilleltensky, 1997; Miller, 1976, 2008a; Miller et al., 1999; Sue, 1981). Feminist therapists
have long recommended awareness of the power differential and encouraged a shift to
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more egalitarian therapeutic relationships (Brown, 1988, 1994; Griscom, 1992; ). While the
descriptor “egalitarian” refers to equality, in practice, egalitarian dynamics result from
interventions that value the client’s perspective, rights, and power within the therapeutic
relationship (Rader & Gilbert, 2005). Valuing power-aware therapeutic relationships exists
as one philosophy among many in the mental health professions.
Power stands as central concept in the social sciences and has been empirically
studied in the disciplines of sociology and political science (Haugaard & Clegg, 2009). The
need for power to be empirically examined in the mental health professions is evident due
to the limited amount of research in this area. While efforts have been made to characterize
the power dynamic in the therapeutic relationship through theoretical and anecdotal
explorations (Brown, 1994; DeVaris, 1994; Harrison, 2013; Veldhuis, 2001), the empirical
spotlight shines rarely on power. Koehn’s (2007) study (included in the current
metasynthesis) analyzing data from 50 female clients who were sexually abused concluded
that the category of approach to power and control by the mental health professional
emerged as central to the results and very significant to the client.
One of the challenges of studying power is that it is usually not discussed and
recognized by those who hold it (Miller, 2008a). This renders power an under-examined
variable by academics and researchers in the mental health professions—those holding the
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most power and privilege. This disempowers both clients and mental health professionals,
restricting their ability to collaboratively manage the uneven power dynamic more
effectively.
Rationale
As sanctioned practices that unfold behind closed doors, it is important to parse the
hidden power-laden activities that occur within therapeutic relationships. In building the
rationale for a metasynthesis, the following four points have been highlighted: (a)
therapeutic relationships are an important part of successful mental health treatment, (b)
qualitative research has been done on therapeutic relationships from the client’s
perspective, (c) this research has not been synthesized to inform practice and policy, and
(d) power remains an under-examined aspect of the therapeutic relationship.
The increase in qualitative research and the popularity of evidence-based practice
has lead to a need to find methods of synthesizing qualitative literature (Sandelowski &
Barasso, 2007). Qualitative metasynthesis results in “novel interpretation” of a group of
studies that advance the original results (p. 18, Sandelowski & Barasso, 2007; Thomas &
Harden, 2008). There are qualitative studies on therapeutic processes that include client
voices that have not been analyzed to further inform policy or practice. More specifically,
power has not been highlighted in the studies that form the current metasynthesis. The
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researcher has engaged in a systematic process of characterizing, critiquing, and assessing
the coherence of a group of studies to ensure familiarity with the pool of studies and to
examine the quality of the research. This qualitative metasynthesis intends to raise
awareness for mental health professionals, educators, supervisors, and researchers by
synthesizing the qualitative research results of client narratives regarding the therapeutic
relationship through the lens of critical theory and with power as the central phenomenon.
Seventeen qualitative studies emphasizing the therapeutic relationship have been
examined and synthesized. The question addressed in the synthesis is: What is the role of
power in the client’s experience of the therapeutic relationship? Synthesis of participant data
revealed new information on how power plays a part in the therapeutic relationship.
Method
Theoretical Lens
Due to the lack of emphasis on power in the therapeutic relationship, a research
paradigm was chosen to bring issues of power to the surface of client narratives in the
analysis. Critical theory is informed by a variety of theories and discourses from the
Frankfurt School and other feminist and poststructuralist philosophers (Kincheloe &
McLaren, 2005) and focuses on how power is exercised (Morrow, 2005).
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Search Strategy
The credibility of a qualitative metasynthesis depends on the comprehensive
retrieval of all research reports relevant to the subject as well as clear parameters
regarding chosen topic, time frame, population, and methodology (Sandelowski & Barroso,
2007). All articles were gathered between April and August 2014. Peer-reviewed research
databases, including Psych Info, Academic Search Premiere, Web of Science, and ERIC, were
used to conduct searches to identify relevant research reports for the metasynthesis. Once
relevant reports were identified, footnote chasing, a method of following up on the
references listed in the identified research reports, allowed identification of additional
relevant research reports (Sandelowski & Barasso, 2007). The following search terms were
used in various combinations: therapeutic relationship and qualitative research, therapeutic
alliance and qualitative research, and client’s perspectives plus counseling plus qualitative,
along with word combinations that included the major mental health professions:
psychotherapy, psychology, counseling, and mental health treatment. Individual journals
were also searched to ensure that relevant studies were identified.
Criteria for Inclusion and Exclusion
Seventeen research reports appearing in peer-reviewed journals were selected for
analysis. Hundreds of articles were initially identified and reviewed throughout the search
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period, and over 50 articles were more thoroughly examined. The general pool of articles
focused on obtaining the client’s perspective on an aspect of the therapeutic experience.
The sampling strategy attempted to be comprehensive yet purposeful in execution
(Sandelowski, 2012). Articles were reviewed based on several criteria, including type of
study (qualitative, quantitative, mixed), focus of the research, and how holistically the
manuscript described the therapeutic relationship. Reports with client descriptions that
described a narrow slice of the therapeutic relationship were excluded from analysis. While
many additional qualitative studies include relationship results, specific research questions
produced a more narrow relationship narrative that made metasynthesis with the current
topic in mind difficult. The final timeline chosen for the studies included in this
metasynthesis was 1995–2014, approximately 20 years of qualitative research on the
client’s view of the therapeutic relationship. This time frame was chosen to focus on the
most recent research and to ensure inclusion of articles with results that were applicable to
current rationale.
Research that focused exclusively on the mental health professionals’ perspective
was excluded from the metasynthesis. Studies that were quantitative, mixed method, that
lacked quotations to support results, or that had poor descriptions of the therapeutic
relationship were eliminated from the initial pool. Seventeen studies that used qualitative
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methodology and contained holistic descriptions of the client’s experience of the
therapeutic relationship in the research report were analyzed and synthesized.
Reflexivity, Bias and Social Location
Several issues are important to consider when assessing of the quality and
representation of qualitative research. The raw data and results of qualitative research are
negotiated through participant and researcher subjectivity (Hoyt & Bhati, 2007). This is
also the case in qualitative metasynthesis. Principles of reflexivity, which refer to the
researchers’ conscious and explicit acknowledgement of the biases, values, and experiences
brought to the research process (Creswell, 2007; Etherington, 2004) guide this
metasynthesis. As the researcher and a current, practicing mental health professional, my
biases include the following: I believe that the difficulties clients bring to treatment are
embedded in the cultural context and informed by larger social and structural problems
that are beyond that of individual pathology. Additionally, a complicated relationship exists
between the forms that oppression and privilege take, weaving a complex web of
intersectionality that impacts the therapeutic process and the relationship between client
and mental health professional. And finally, the provision of mental health services,
whether rendered publicly or privately, often includes the widespread replication of
oppressive policies, procedures, and interactions with clients of mental health treatment.
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In conjunction with biases, Creswell (2007) stated, “The researchers interpretations cannot
be separated from their own background, history, context and prior understandings (p.
39).” A stance of reflexivity, awareness of researcher bias and an understanding of how
social location impacts researcher interpretation support the rigor of this qualitative study.
Methodological Characterization of Qualitative Studies
of the Therapeutic Relationship
A characterization of the selected studies is the first step in qualitative
metasynthesis (Sandelowski & Barasso, 2007). Researcher discipline, setting, geographic
location, purpose, methodology, and participant demographics have been described and
summarized in Table 1 to aid readers in familiarizing themselves with the research reports.
A generalist view of mental health treatment was taken for this metasynthesis to include as
many quality studies about the client’s experience of the therapeutic relationship as
possible. While some philosophical differences exist among different mental health
treatment providers and settings, there are more similarities than differences related to
forming a therapeutic relationship regardless of paradigm and setting. The counseling,
psychology, counseling psychology, marriage and family therapy, and social worker
professions are represented in the studies along with general social service and
multidisciplinary mental health settings.
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While attempts were made to choose studies that occurred in the United States,
35% of the studies chosen for this metasynthesis were done in other countries, including
the United Kingdom (Bonsmann, 2010; R. Knox, 2008; Middle & Kennerley, 2001; Roddy,
2013), Sweden (Nilsson et al., 2007), Norway (Adnøy Eriksen et al., 2014), Canada
(Bachelor, 1995; Koehn, 2007), and Argentina (Olivera, Braun, Gómez Penedo, & Roussos,
2013). One reason for the inclusion of international samples is that qualitative methods
have taken a stronger hold in other countries due to the influence of postmodern theory,
lending an important contribution to the literature base on therapeutic relationships
(Rennie, 2004). The 17 studies asked a diverse range of research questions that led to
relevant data on the therapeutic relationship. Research reports that focused on success or
change, the therapeutic alliance, specific settings, and general counseling experiences were
included if they yielded significant results about the therapeutic relationship.
Uniformity of qualitative research methodology was not required for the current
metasynthesis. The two predominant methodologies utilized in the studies were grounded
theory (seven studies) and phenomenology (four studies) followed by general qualitative
methodology (three studies), consensual qualitative research (one study), narrative (one
study), and the critical incident technique (one study). The 17 studies included a total of
314 of research participants. They represented diverse characteristics in the areas of age,
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race/ethnicity, presenting problem, and treatment setting. It is worth mentioning that
some of the participant pools included current mental health professionals, students, or
participants who became mental health professionals since reporting their experiences as
clients.
Methodological Critique of Qualitative Studies on the Therapeutic Relationship
An important step in the metasynthesis process is to critique the identified studies
according to several criteria outlined by leading researchers and scholars (Hoyt & Bhati,
2007; Kline, 2008). Several points of comparison were examined to assist the critique
process including focus of research inquiry, research setting, researcher role, presentation
of findings, and coherence (Hoyt & Bhati, 2007; Kline, 2008). The criteria were not used to
exclude articles from the pool but rather to allow the researcher to thoroughly examine the
epistemological and methodological foundations of the research reports to aid in the
metasynthesis. One reason was to include all articles that had relevance to practice, which
is not fully informed by research methodology (Sandelowski & Barasso, 2007).
Additionally, when using a critical theory lens to look at client experiences, the elimination
of articles for metasynthesis would involve silencing the voices that participated in those
eliminated studies. These research participants were interviewed, they told their stories,
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and their narratives were published in peer-reviewed journals. They are voices that
deserve to be heard despite any methodological flaws that exist in the research itself.
Table 2 summarizes the critique. Despite the clear rationale for inclusivity,
summarization of researcher role, coherence, and presentation of findings aids readers in
understanding the criteria used to examine the research reports. Researcher role was
judged through the following three elements: (a) use of auditors to check the main findings
of the coders; (b) visible inclusion of researcher biases and statements of reflexivity in the
research report; and (c) explicit discussion of the desirability to be aware of, minimize, or
eliminate research bias (Hoyt & Bhati, 2007). Researcher bias and reflexivity were often
not mentioned in the research reports (only one study rated as high in this critique
category—possibly a result of the pressure on qualitative researchers to validate their
methods with positivistic lenses or cut out information to conform to publication
guidelines (Sandelowski & Barasso, 2007).
The final research report ideally includes data that transmits the rich, unique
experience of each of the participants in the study (Thomas & Harden, 2008). The criteria
used to judge the presentation of findings within the results, included: (a) presentation of
free-standing quotations of at least one sentence in length, (b) the presence of extended
quotations (at least five lines in length), and (c) the inclusion of identifiers to distinguish
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the source of the quotations that appears in different areas of the report (Hoyt and Bhati,
2007). There was variability in how researchers utilized quoted participant material to
back up their results. While slightly more than half of the studies had a high rating on
presentation of findings, that left 8 studies with low to moderate ratings indicating strong
variation in how researchers integrate participant quotes to support their results.
Coherence in qualitative research proves vitally important to assessing the quality
of the research (Kline, 2008). Coherence asks: How well did the study adhere to the
epistemological assumptions throughout the study and the report? According to Kline
(2008), strong coherence indicates that methodological assumptions and procedures
remained consistent over the course of the research purpose, research question, interview
questions, data collection, research methods, data analysis, and presentation of findings.
The research reports in this pool of studies more often rated low or moderate on coherence
while seven of the articles maintained a high level of consistency with methodology (Kline,
2008). Overall, the 17 articles included in the metasynthesis were of moderate to high
quality and deemed valuable artifacts of the client’s experience of the therapeutic
relationship.
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Trustworthiness Strategies
Principles and tools of trustworthiness guide the standards for validity in qualitative
metasynthesis (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Morrow, 2005; Sandelowski & Barasso, 2007). An
audit trail, consensual validity, and expert peer review are three specific tools to aid
readers in examining issues of the descriptive, interpretive, theoretical, and pragmatic
validity of the metasynthesis.
An audit trail of researcher strategies was maintained, including ongoing
documentation and discussion of the rationale for the metasynthesis. The audit trail was
also used to track the article search strategy, research rationale, emerging analysis, and
final results. Bimonthly meetings with the research team were held to discuss the use,
selection, development, or abandonment of research strategies and methodology to aid in
consensual validity. The final metasynthesis was subjected to expert peer review to aid in
assessment of the trustworthiness and value of the outcomes.
Several organizational tools and procedures also ensured trustworthiness. An
exhaustive search and an audit trail were aided by the use of organizational and reference
resources, including Mendeley, Excel spreadsheets, and reference librarians. The primary
author of research reports was also contacted, when possible, to clarify information or
provide missing information in the research report.
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Analysis
In qualitative research, the data must be organized and transformed to convey
meaning through analysis (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Targeted comparison was used
(Sandelowski & Barasso, 2007; Corbin & Strauss, 2008) to examine, interpret, and
synthesize the results in order to search for similarities and differences between the
targeted phenomenon of client experiences of therapeutic relationships and the extra study
phenomena of power.
Data were extracted from the results section of the research report. This included all
information that followed the methods section and appeared prior to the discussion section
of the research report (Thomas & Harden, 2008). Tables and charts were not included in
the analysis. All data were gathered from participants or from the participant portion of the
participant-counselor dyads. This resulted in approximately 80 pages of text (1 inch indent,
single spaced, 12 point font) for analysis. The results of the research reports were coded
line by line. Similar data were grouped together under higher-level descriptive concepts
and then compared with how those concepts relate to the construct of power as defined by
the study. The participants’ experience is a representation of their past or current
experiences as a client receiving mental health treatment.
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Results
Critical analysis revealed that power is intrinsic to clients’ experiences of the
therapeutic relationship regardless of explicit awareness or discussion of power in the
qualitative research. Two categories formed the schema representing the 17-study
metasynthesis that revealed how clients experience therapeutic dynamic Figure 1. This
schema included seven mechanisms and four consequences (See visual diagram, Figure 1).
The seven mechanisms informed how power is observable and transmittable in the
therapeutic relationships and included: relational power, emotional/sensory power, the
power of reflection, client power, practitioner power, setting/situational power and
systematic/institutional power. The four consequences clarified how the seven
mechanisms ultimately influence the client’s experience of power within the therapeutic
relationship. The four consequences were: (a) increasing client empowerment, (b)
reducing harmful aspects of the power dynamic, (c) reducing client empowerment, and (d)
increasing the likelihood of exploitation of the power dynamic.
Mechanisms of Power in the Therapeutic Relationship
The analysis indicated clients experience seven mechanisms whereby power is
executed by the mental health professional, client, or other entity in the therapeutic
relationship through verbal experiences, nonverbal inferences, and systemic interactions.
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The mechanisms could be considered micro, meso, and macro aspects of the mental health
treatment experience. While likely familiar to most practitioners, the seven mechanisms
highlighted the covert influence of power and whether than influence has a beneficial or
harmful impact on the therapeutic relationship for the client.
Relational power. Relational power refers to influential moments where the client
and mental health professional connected, related, or communicated with each other and
impacted the client in a positive or negative way. A positive relational power mechanism is
visible when clients have interactions that lead to a higher level of trust in the therapeutic
relationship. A participant in Bachelor’s (1995) study noted that a good therapeutic
relationship "...is first and foremost a relationship of trust, a relationship where it is
possible to say everything without being judged or evaluated” (p. 326). Inversely, an
example of a negative experience with relational power include not being heard in the
relationship and the cumulative powerlessness that results:
I wasn’t helped. . . . I suppose they didn’t understand what happened to me,
and I did not understand much myself. . . . I lost all my strength. . . . I fought
for my life. . . . they walked away from me; it was like they were telling me,
“You are not welcome. (Adnøy Eriksen et al., 2014, p. 113)
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Emotional/sensory power. The emotional/sensory power mechanism included a
wide range of emotional responses participants experienced as a result of their interactions
with mental health professionals. Clients reported feeling misunderstood, honored,
connected, respected, scared, unsafe, understood, misunderstood, and empowered.
Additionally, clients also looked for emotional signs of rejection, disgust, or disapproval to
assess the level of judgment from the practitioner or avoid additional feelings of shame.
This category also included nonverbal resonance or intuitive, gut level assessments
of the therapeutic relationship:
It’s a feeling you get. It’s hard to explain, but you know, it’s something you
feel. It’s not just all babble. They just don’t do all the talking. It’s a look in the
eyes. Maybe they have been there once or they want to understand. They
want to be in their job. They really have their heart in it. It’s not just, you
know, a job or all in the head. (Singer, 2005, p. 275)
The power of reflection. The cognitive elements of the client experience comprised
this mechanism: thoughts and meta-thoughts that illuminated how the participant came to
think about or apply meaning to their experience. One participant stated, “I was going to
heal myself” (Koehn, 2007, p. 49), revealing a positive, empowering shift in perspective.
Some clients came to negative conclusions: “I remember thinking, sometimes, my God, is
she at all listening to what I’m saying?” (Nilsson et al., 2007, p. 562).
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Client power. Client power mechanisms were divided into active and passive
categories, each reflecting choices, behaviors, and efforts engaged by the client that
appeared influential within the therapeutic relationship. Through passivity, clients used
their power to avoid, minimize, hide, lie, or wait to share with the mental health
professional. For example, “I don’t think she realized how strongly I was feeling inside, just
because I didn’t let her know” (Levitt, Butler, & Hill, 2006, p. 319). Trust in the relationship,
interventions, or therapeutic process exemplifies active engagement of client power. For
example, “You are not trying to stop yourself and trying to hold back because that is who
you are at the moment... I am happy to be with the crying cause that’s what I need to do
right now” (Levitt, 2006, p.321).
Practitioner power. Practitioner power included four categories:
(a)positive/active, (b) positive/passive, (c) negative/active, and (d) negative/passive.
Positive/active examples of this consequence are the explicit acknowledgement of the
mental health professional’s humility, use of appropriate self-disclosure to reduce the
power differential, and the positive impact of consent:
We went back to talk about the flashback. He first asked if it was ok to talk
about it. He didn’t just assume that that’s what we were going to talk about.
He asked permission. When I agreed to it, I really sensed he had asked my
permission to do it, and I have said ok. . . . It made me feel that I was in
control. It made me feel I was doing this because I want to. . . . People should
have to ask your permission before they march into the centre of your soul.
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You have some privacy, some boundaries. Just because someone asks a
question doesn’t mean they deserve an answer. It’s my soul. And I don’t have
to talk about it if I don’t want to. And I never realized it until then. (Koehn,
2007, p. 48-49)
Passive/positive mechanisms are present via practitioner support through helpful
passive activities including listening and not judging the client: "She took it in, she
understood, she wasn't judging me, OK, she wasn't saying 'you was right you was wrong'
she wasn't judging me; she was understanding, I think that's a key to a lot of recovery right
there” (Redko, 2007, p. 245).
Numerous examples of the impact of negative/active mechanisms on clients
surfaced in the pool of studies. These mechanisms ranged from overt judgment to
inappropriate challenges to sexual exploitation. Clients described sexual exploitation by the
practitioner in two studies (Bonsmann, 2010; Koehn, 2007) as well as an “overly flirty
therapist” (Levitt, 2006, p. 318).
Negative/passive mechanisms were non-actions, instances where the mental health
professional avoided using power to help the client by not giving enough “pointers” or
assistance with specific problems (Singer, 2005, p. 276) or not tracking client requests.
Setting or situational power. Setting and situation also influence the client
experience. Many participants commented on the environment or location where services
took place. Clients felt eased by relaxing environments that divulged helpful information
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about the practitioner: “It wasn’t just an office . . . . It was like, I could kind of like see her
personality” (Levitt et al., 2006, p. 317 ). However, some clients assessed settings in a
negative light: “I am always looking at everything just to see. I have to do that in order to
protect myself. That’s protection for me when I assess my therapist” (Ward, 2005, p. 476).
The setting and situational mechanism helps clients assess safety and make decisions
regarding the fit of the mental health professional.
Systemic or institutional power. These macro level mechanisms relate to policies,
procedures, and larger experiences of powerlessness due to systemic oppression. This
category acknowledges the complexity of mental health systems that require interaction
and coordination with child welfare, parole and probation departments and involuntary
treatment settings. Participants also discussed ways that private health information might
be used against them and how they withheld information: “I’d go to jail if I tell the truth and
what’s really going on” (Ward, 2005, p. 479 ). Some participants mentioned the lack of
availability of mental health professionals from their own communities:
I asked her to go get me a Black person, that was the only one that I would
trust, but see here [mental health center] they all White people. White people
don’t understand us. White people don’t care about us. Why if we Black we
can’t have a Black counselor at our request? (Ward, 2005, p. 477)
Examples of positive systemic/institutional power are absent from the studies
within this metasynthesis. However, positive relational power and active/positive
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practitioner power within the therapeutic relationship have some ability to reduce stigma
and increase the client’s sense of being “real,” “human,” and “whole” (R. Knox, 2008, p.
186), which will be further elaborated in the discussion.
Consequences of Power in the Therapeutic Relationship
There are four consequences present when considering the influence of the seven
power mechanisms. The manifestation of any of the seven mechanisms could result in one
of the four consequences depending on the intent, impact and unique circumstances of how
the mechanisms unfolded in the therapeutic relationship. The seven mechanisms have the
capacity to: (a) reduce harmful aspects of the power dynamic, (b) enhance client
empowerment, (c) decrease client empowerment, or (d) increase the likelihood that the
power dynamic will be exploited.
Reduce harmful aspects of the power dynamic/passive. This consequence
occurs when the client experiences a mechanism that curtails the mental health
professional’s power in a way that is helpful to the client and allows for a positive
therapeutic relationship to unfold. This reduces the professional tone of the dynamic and
acknowledges the practitioner’s humility without sacrificing ethics or boundaries. Positive
relational, emotional/sensory and reflection mechanisms appear to mitigate some aspects
of practitioner power by sending overt and covert messages to the client that their
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practitioner does not intend to use their power negatively. Mental health practitioners also
employed tentative, humble communication to offset the power differential: “Sometimes I
get it right and sometimes I get it wrong” (Bonsmann, 2010, p. 35). This passive
consequence was not an overt attempt to empower the client but a positive by-product of
collaborative, alliance-enhancing practices that reduce harmful impacts of the power
differential.
Increase client empowerment/active. The second consequence involves a
positive shift of some element of power to the client. The client’s energy, motivation or
actions increase as a consequence of empowerment in the therapeutic relationship. The
mechanisms that align with an increase in empowerment are active/positive practitioner
and client power mechanisms. An example is the practitioners’ effort to share expert
knowledge (usually called psychoeducation), in an effort to de-stigmatize a client’s
experience and allow them to be informed and have hope about their symptoms or
difficulties.
Reduce empowerment/passive. The third consequence prevents clients from
taking actions on their own behalf or benefitting from therapeutic interactions. When
clients do not feel they have an influence on the mental health professional or the
treatment process, their power is reduced. While not categorically unethical, this
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consequence contributes to a sense of disempowerment. Mechanisms of passive client
power and passive/negative practitioner power lead to this consequence. The result
garners a passive categorization due to the lack of an overt effort to disempower or damage
the relationship. The mechanisms involved in these instances can often be disguised by the
professional power and expertise of the mental health practitioner.
Increase the likelihood the power dynamic will be exploited/active. The fourth
and final consequence is the result of boundary violations, overt misuse of power by the
mental health professional or a need to be in control or adored by the client in the
therapeutic relationship. By employing negative/active practitioner power mechanisms,
the mental health practitioner intentionally undermines the power of the client or exerted
power over the client. This consequence was categorized as active as the actions were
direct, overt abuses of power by the practitioner toward the client that damaged the
therapeutic relationship.
Discussion
This critical metasynthesis was completed to integrate client experiences of power
in the therapeutic relationship. Analysis yielded seven mechanisms and four consequences
that describe how power impacts the therapeutic relationship from the client’s perspective.
The analysis indicated that power was a present yet often concealed part of the client’s
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experiences of the therapeutic relationship. This metasynthesis went beyond the scope of
the original results in 17 qualitative studies to illuminate the potential mechanisms and
consequences of power that are a part of the client’s experience. The seven mechanisms of
power impact the therapeutic relationship in positive or negative ways and interact to
ultimately negotiate the four consequences of power within the therapeutic relationship.
Power Is Pervasive in the Therapeutic Relationship
The metasynthesis results were congruent with previous theoretical explorations
on power in several areas. First, the synthesis further clarified the pervasive and often
unacknowledged presence of power in the therapeutic relationship (Foucault, 1982;
Guilfoyle, 2005; Harrison, 2013; Veldhuis, 2001). Additionally, it appeared that
practitioners and clients successfully used various communication strategies to reduce
some of the harmful consequences of power within the therapeutic relationship. And
finally, clients with particular presenting problems treated in certain settings appeared
more aware of power and appeared to have experienced more negative power-laden
experiences.
Only five of the 17 sets of results mentioned “power,” “powerlessness,”
“overpowered,” “empowerment,” or “disempowerment” directly in the results either by
participant or researcher. Harrison (2013) notes: “Everything the therapist does or doesn’t
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do is subjective and has the power to alter the course of therapy” (p. 111). Despite
Griscom's 1992 recommendation for practitioners to name power when they are talking
about it, acknowledgment of power in the therapeutic relationship continues to be difficult
for practitioners and clients. Still, therapeutic interventions, change processes, and the
therapeutic relationship occur within a power dynamic even if it remains unacknowledged
(Brown, 1994; Harrison, 2013; Miller, 2008a; Veldhuis, 2001). This does not mean
practitioners have to tiptoe around clients; clients clearly want practitioners to use their
power throughout treatment in ways that are effective and avoid coercion (Laugharne,
Priebe, McCabe, Garland, & Clifford, 2012). Practitioners can be too tentative as Harrison
(2013) notes: Our authentic desire to help can be pitted against paternalistic attitudes
towards the client by being “too focused on beneficence at the expense of recognizing the
autonomy of the client” (1994, p. 108). Clients also find ways to resist our power without
our assistance (Guilfoyle, 2005). In summary, power cannot be ignored in the therapeutic
relationship despite its invisibility and the possible discomfort inherent in addressing it. As
Guilfoyle (2003) stated: “Power has to be systemically and continually warded off . . .
precisely because it is already there, influencing how the therapist’s comments are heard—
and cannot be completely expelled.” (p. 340). With the MHP holding many different bases
of power within the therapeutic relationship (Harrison, 2013; Raven, 1992, 2008; Veldhuis,
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2001) it is unlikely that clients will be able to name power processes if practitioners are not
willing or able to do so.
Collaborative Communication Skills
Despite inconsistent naming of power by clients or researchers, the metasynthesis
revealed several methods of communication with potential to reduce the power differential
and allow the client and practitioner to connect more mutually and collaboratively.
Communicating with tentativeness has been noted as a key factor in collaborative
conversation, a way of sharing power in conversation (Guilfoyle, 2003; T. Strong &
Sutherland, 2007). Permission giving, consent-seeking, indications of not-knowing, and
expressions of uncertainty (Guilfoyle, 2003; T. Strong & Sutherland, 2007) upend our
typically sanctioned expertise and shift power to the client. Intentionally revealing
information through self-disclosure has also been highlighted in the literature as a means
to reduce the power differential (S. Knox & Hill, 2003). These techniques were highlighted
for their ability to address power through collaborative conversational methods. A
“relational ethic of mutuality” (Proctor, 2010) may very well encourage practitioners to
engage in growth fostering relationships that aid in a client’s development (Miller, 2008).
These tools should be empirically investigated to further explore how they mitigate the
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clients’ experience of the mechanisms and consquences of power within the experience of
the mental health treatment.
Systemic Oppression & Stigma
The setting in which treatment occurred and the type of presenting problem
appeared to have impacts on client sensitivity to power dynamics or structures of power.
Power was more directly noted within the client narratives of vulnerable and oppressed
populations represented in the following set of studies: survivors of sexual abuse (Koehn,
2007; Middle & Kennerley, 2001), African American clients (Ward, 2005), adolescents in
residential treatment (Manso, Rauktis, & Boyd, 2008), and participants of drug treatment
(Redko, Rapp, Elms, Snyder, & Carlson, 2007) as well as those with severe and persistent
mental illness (Leiphart & Barnes, 2005). Clients with these presenting problems may be
more sensitive to power based on past experiences of cultural oppression, social injustices,
and internalized oppression (Comstock et al., 2008). The sensitivity of certain clients to
power dynamics may be accounted for by the different identities between client and
mental health professional. These identities may increase the power dynamic due to their
different structural positions in society (Griscom, 1992). Griscom (1992) noted how
gender, race, ethnicity, class, and sexuality are not “group differences” but “large social
structure of unequal power relations” (p. 391). As indicated through the metasynthesis
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schema, there are individual, relational, organizational, and systemic mechanisms of
power, all of which bear importance regarding the client’s experience of the therapeutic
relationship.
The mechanisms of power hold positive and negative consequences for the client,
the practitioner, and ultimately, the therapeutic relationship. It may be important to not
only endorse an egalitarian style of relating to clients to mitigate power dynamics but also
to find creative ways to name, explore, and understand power in the therapeutic
relationship. The stakes are high: House (2012) declaratively suggested practitioners need
to develop an “undefended understanding” of power to get beyond “status-quo-reinforcing
practices.” (p. 159).
Limitations
All research, including qualitative metasynthesis, has limitations. Three areas of
limitations were explored as relevant for readers to consider in the evaluation of this
project. First, the 17 studies represented a wide range of participants, mental health
paradigms, settings, and presenting problems. While metasynthesis does not imply results
can be generalized to all mental health professionals and clients (qualitative research is not
intended for this task), this synthesis attempted to maintain ideographic integrity. It is
helpful to consider how to apply the insights in terms of “fitability” of the results to the
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particular contexts and situations described (Schofield, 2002, p. 179). Second, due to the
wide range of qualitative research studies that included therapeutic relationship results,
relevant reports may have been missed in initial identification process. All attempts were
made to seek out pertinent research studies. And finally, it is important to consider that
qualitative metasynthesis is “thrice removed” (Sandelowski & Barasso, 2007, p. xvi) from
the original experience of the research participant. The research participants were clients
engaged in mental health treatment with an unknown mental health professional (once
removed). Then, the research participant reported these experiences to a researcher who
interpreted the results (twice removed). Finally, the results were synthesized by a
researcher to inform policy and practice (thrice removed). It is possible that through these
iterations some important aspect of the original client’s experience or the researcher’s
interpretation has been misunderstood or misrepresented. It could be noted that the
possible contribution of metasynthesis to policy and practice outweighs this limitation,
rather than leaving the individual studies to stand alone, lost in the sea of fragmented
research.
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Recommendations for Policy, Practice, and Future Research
In conclusion, five recommendations for mental health policy and practice were
made to assist practitioners, researchers, educators and supervisors in integrating the
mechanisms and consequences of power in the therapeutic relationship.
1. Only five of the 17 sets of results mentioned “power,” “powerlessness,”
“overpowered,” “empowerment,” or “disempowerment” directly. However, all 17
sets of client data were synthesized to align with the seven mechanism and four
consequences of power. Given that the practitioner’s actions have the potential to
lead to four consequences with positive or negative implications, mental health
professionals are called to familiarize themselves with the seven mechanisms of
power that appear to be at play within the therapeutic relationship. The
mechanisms and consequences of power were displayed across settings,
practitioners, and presenting problems. This indicates awareness of power may be
an important factor, regardless of theoretical orientation, philosophy, organizational
policy, or procedures. It is recommended that mental health professionals make
continuous assessment of their own and their client’s power and make consistent
efforts to examine its impact on their clients through ongoing training, peer
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consultation and professional supervision, despite type of education, presence of
licensure or years of experience (Chang, Crethar & Ratts, 2010).
2. Considering the mechanisms of power are often verbally and nonverbally
transmitted through the relational domain, mental health professionals would
benefit from gaining skills that allow them to address difficult moments, ruptures,
mistakes, or misunderstandings that occur throughout the therapeutic relationship.
Specifically, interpersonal process skills (Teyber & McClure, 2010) and meta
communication skills (Safran & Muran, 2000) help increase the practitioner’s ability
to communicate through issues of power and successfully repair ruptures that occur
in the therapeutic relationship (Keenan, Tsang, Bogo, & George, 2005; Safran,
Muran, & Eubanks-Carter, 2011).
3. Since the setting/situational and institutional/systemic mechanisms influence the
consequences of power, it is necessary for practitioners, supervisors, and
administrators to consider how these mechanism impacts the therapeutic
relationship between clients and practitioners in mental health treatment settings.
While the application of social justice to mental health training and treatment
continues to be debated in some professional spheres (Hunsaker, 2011; Smith,
Reynolds, & Rovnak, 2009), it is not a question that mental health treatment is
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rendered in a system of power which includes systematic racism and other forms of
oppression (Wilcoxon, Magnuson, & Norem, 2008). It is necessary to acknowledge
how the systemic and organizational level policies, procedures, and organizational
culture impact the client’s experience of power (Griffith et al., 2007).
4. Given that most aspects of the client’s experience can be related to dynamics of
power, training programs in mental health would benefit from a pedagogy that
allows students to wrestle with the grey areas of the therapeutic relationship and
actively discuss issues of power within it. Training experiences that support
complexity broaden the awareness of power within therapeutic relationships. This
mitigates the temptation to reduce therapeutic interactions to a dichotomy of ethical
or unethical (Guterman, Rudes, & Shores, 2008; Pack-Brown, Thomas, & Seymour,
2008). Toporek & Vaughn (2010) suggest parallel process as an effective strategy in
clinical training programs: As faculty share power with their students, students
learn to share power with their clients. Perhaps an important prerequisite to poweraware practitioners are power-aware counselor educators (Patrick & Connolly,
2009).
5. It is important to reinforce the importance of a more comprehensive research
agenda that studies power more directly in the mental health professions. Many
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enclaves of professionals believe in maintaining an awareness of power dynamics in
the therapeutic relationship (Brown, 1994; 2007; Harrison, 2013; Veldhuis, 2001).
However, the issue of power in the therapeutic relationship would benefit from a
broad, inclusive research agenda that cuts across populations, treatment settings,
presenting problems, practitioner identity, and theoretical orientation. It is
important that the empirical study of power continues to value the perspective of
clients. Of particular utility would be comprehensive narratives from clients with
the following possible research questions in mind: Does the schema put forth in this
metasynthesis hold true when client’s are asked more directly about power within
therapeutic relationships? How does the client experience of power differ between
clients who obtain private, insurance supported mental health services with those
who receive public, community-based mental health services?
Conclusion
This critical metasynthesis of qualitative research revealed a two-part schema that
included mechanisms and consequences of power in the therapeutic relationship. Critical
theory was used to integrate client voices and revealed how power mechanisms operate
within the therapeutic relationship. These results help clarify power’s consequences on the
client. This research is a step forward in clarifying how power impacts the client’s
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Appendix A
Characteristics of Qualitative Studies

Table 1: Characteristics of Qualitative Studies
Professional Paradigm/
Setting

Demographics

Explored therapeutic
alliance from client’s
perspective

Clinical Psychology/
University Training Clinic

7 male, 27 female; French
speaking Caucasians

Bonsmann (2010)

Explored experience
of therapy from
client’s perspective

Counseling Psycholog/;
Adult Outpatient
Counseling

Adnoy Erickson
(2014)

Explored service
users understanding
of being in
relationships with
professionals

Eyrich-Garg
(2008)

Koehn (2007)

Author

Purpose of Study

Bachelor (1995)

Presenting
Problem

Research Method

Country

Varied/Typical
Outpatient
Population

Phenomenology

Canada

3 female, 1 male; White
British

Not Indicated

Narrative

UK

Multidisciplinary/
Community Mental Health

7 females, 4 males

Severel mental
illness/ receiving
services 3 times/
week

Interpretive
Phenomenological
Analysis

Norway

Explored ways to
build therapeutic
alliance

General Human Services/
Social Work/ Emergency
Shelter for Adolescents

5 adolescent girls; 2
Caucasian, 2 African
American, 1 Biracial

Not Indicated

General Qualitative/
Focus Group

US

Examination of
specific incidents of
counseling behavior
that were helpful or
hindering

Counseling/ Outpatient
Counseling

50 female; 43 White

Sexual Abuse

Qualitative/Critical
Indicdent

Canada
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Author

Purpose of Study

Demographics

Knox (2008)

Explored client
experiences of
relational depth

Counseling; Current
Practitioners/Trainees

5 men, 9 women; 2 Asian,
1 African-Asian, 1 AfroCarribean, 1 Swiss-Italian,
1 Austrialian, 8 White
British

Leiphart (2005)

Explored the client
experience of
Assertive Community
Treatement

Multidisciplinary/
Community Mental Health

Levitt (2005)

Explored what
client’s find helpful in
therapy

Manso, Rauktis &
Boyd (2008)

Presenting
Problem

Research Method

Country

Not Indicated

Grounded TheoryLight

UK

4 men, 1 woman; 34-57
age range

Schizophreiaparanoid/
undifferentiated

Grounded Theory

US

Psychotherapy/Adult
Outpatient

26: 6 men, 20 women

Varied (family
issues,
assertiveness,
depression, rape,
anxiety, anger,
ADHD & eating
disorders)

Grounded Theory

US

Explored youth
expectations of
therapeutic alliance
in residentail setting

General Human Services/
Social Work/ Residential
Treatment for Adolescents

11 males; 4 African
American; 5 Caucasian, 2
Biracial

Varied; Conduct
Disorder,
Oppositional
Defiant, ADHD

General Qualitative/
Focus Group

US

Middle (2001)

Explored differences
in views of the
therapeutic
relationship

Counseling/Adult
Outpatient

2 groups of 17 women; 34
total

Sexual Abuse or
Anxiety

Grounded Theory

UK

Nilsson, Svensson,
Sandell & Clinton
(2007)

Explored differences
in client’s experience
of change

Psychotherapy/Adult
Outpatient

31, 27 women, 4 men

Varied/Typical
Outpatient
Population

Grounded Theory

Sweden
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Demographics

Presenting
Problem

Author

Purpose of Study

Research Method

Country

Olivera, Braun,
Penedo and
Roussos (2013)

Explored client’s
therapeutic
relationships

Psychotherapy/Adult
Outpatient

17: 11women, 6 men

Varied/
Unspecified

Consensual
Qualitative
Research

Redko (207)

Explored how client’s
perceive the working
alliance

General Human Services/
Social Work; Substance
Abuse Case Management

26: 16 men and 10 women,
50% White, 50% African
American

Substance
Dependence/
Depression,
Bipolar or
Obsessive
Compulsive

Inductive
Quaitativel Analysis

US

Roddy (2013)

Explored perceptions
of client-preferred
approach

General Human Services/
Social Work; Domestic
Violence Counseling

4 females, All White British

Domestic
Violence

Grounded Theory/
Narrative

UK

Sackett, Lawson &
Burge
(2012)

Explored meaningful
experiences in the
counseling process

Counseling/University
Training Clinic

8 White Females; 4 White
Males

Not Indicated

Phenomenology

US

Singer (2005)

Explored how
client’s make sense
of the experience of
therapy

Marriage Family Therapy/
University Clinic

13 women, 4 men
(unverified) 100%
caucasian, but reported
origin/ethnicity reported
as 1 British, 1 Hungarian, 3
Hispanic

Varied/Family
Issues

Phenomenology

US

Ward (2005)

Explored counseling
experiences of Black/
African American
clients

Multidisciplinary/
Community Mental Health

13: 8 female, 5 male; 100%
African American

Varied (Drug/
alcohol,
parenting,
stress/coping,
bipolar, children’s
behavioral
problems, court
mandate)

Grounded Theory

US
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Table 2: Critique of Qualitative Studies
Authors

Coherence*

Research Focus**

Setting**

Researcher Role**

Findings Presentation**

Bachelor
(1995)

Moderate: Clear
acknowledgement in purpose
and methodology but less
consistent in interview
questions, analysis and
results.

Low: no face-to-face
interviewing, written
data.

Unnatural setting:
Written data only.

Low: No mention of researcher
bias or attempts to be reflexive.

Moderate: 15 multi-line
quotes, frequent quoting
of client material.

Bonsmann
(2010)

High: Clear acknowledgement
in purpose and methodology,
interview process, analysis
and results.

Moderate: One
interview, debriefing
and member check.

Setting not documented
in research report.

Moderate: Acknowledgement
of attempts to be reflexive and
mindful of power in interview.

Moderate: 20+ multi-line
quotes.

Adnoy
Erickson
(2014)

High: Clear acknowledgement
in purpose, methodology,
analysis and results.

High: Two rounds of
interviews.

Unnatural setting:
Public
libraries/participant’s
homes.

Low-Moderate: No mention of
biases but disclosure of lived
experience of one researcher
and acknowledgement of power
in interviewing.

Moderate: quoted
participant material
integrated with researcher
interpretation, short
quotes and a few multi
line quotes.

Eyrich-Garg
(2008)

Moderate: Simple qual
methods, transparent, but not
a strong sense of coherence
throughout. Interview
questions named.

Moderate: 75-min
focus group data
collection, no prior
relationship with
participants.

Natural setting: focus
group took place in
treatment setting.

Low: No mention of researcher
bias or attempts to be reflexive.

Moderate: Several quotes
for each theme, some
quoted material
integrated into researcher
interpretation.

Koehn
(2007)

High: Clear acknowledgement
in purpose, method, questions,
analysis and results.

Moderate: One 2-3
hour interview with
researcher.

Setting not documented
in research report.

Low-Moderate: No mention of
researcher bias or reflexivity.
Used additional judges/auditors
for data analysis.

High: Several multi-line
quotes and quoted
participant material
included in researcher
interpretations.

Knox
(2008)

Low-Moderate: Unclear
consistency of purpose,
method, questions, analysis
and results.

Moderate: One
interview.

Setting not documented
in research report.

Moderate: Transparent
information about self of
researcher acknowledged.
Statement of “bracketing” off
hypotheses.

Low-Moderate: A few
multi-line quotes and
some quoted material
integrated. Heavily
weighted on researcher
interpretation.
Quantitative visual
representation of results.
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Authors

Coherence*

Research Focus**

Setting**

Researcher Role**

Findings Presentation**

Leiphart
(2005)

Low: Incomplete information
provided to assess consistency
of epistemological
assumptions. Short article.

Moderate: One
interview with
member check.

Setting not documented
in research report.

Low: No naming of researcher
bias or mention of reflexivity.
No auditors.

High: 5+ line quotes from
participants for each
theme and quoted
material integrated in
researcher interpretations.

Levitt, Butler
& Hill (2005)

High: Clear acknowledgement
in purpose, method, questions,
analysis and results.

Moderate: One faceto-face 90 min
interview with
primary researcher
with attempts to
member check.

Interview setting not
documented in research
report.

Moderate: Transparently
revealed researcher identities
and experience with topic,
statement to reduce bias via
memoing but no specific biases
named.

High: 4-6 line quotes
from participants for each
cluster/category, quoted
material integrated in
researcher interpretations
and identifiers for quotes.

Manso,
Rauktis &
Boyd (2008)

Low-Moderate: Clear
acknowledgement in purpose,
question, interview questions
and results. Unclear what
principles guided analysis.

Moderate: One faceto-face focus group
facilitated by third
author.

Naturalistic Setting:
Focus groups occurred
in the treatment setting.

Low: No discussion of bias,
reflexivity and no mention of
the use of auditors.

Moderate-High: several
one sentence to 6 line
quotes for each theme.
No identifiers to
distinguish participant
quotes.

Middle
(2001)

Moderate: Clear
acknowledgement in purpose,
question and methods.
Interview questions not shared
and analysis does not
completely follow GT
guidelines.

Moderate: One faceto-face interview of
30-60 min with the
first author/ Member
checked 1/3 of
participants.

Interview setting not
documented in research
report.

Low-Moderate: Researchers
note procedures of member
checking, establishing interrater reliability for codes and
using researcher journal. No
specific mention of
bias/reflexivity.

Low-Moderate: Some
one-sentence quotes and
occasional quoted
material. No multi-line
quotes. No identifiers to
distinguish participant
quotes.

Nilsson,
Svensson,
Sandell &
Clinton
(2007)

Low: Unclear
acknowledgement of purpose,
question, method and analysis.
No specific/consistent
qualitative method/analysis
noted. Interview questions
shared in report.

Moderate: One faceto-face 60 min
interview by one of
first two authors.

Interview setting not
documented in research
report.

Low-Moderate: Researchers
transparently revealed some
aspects of their identities and
experience with topic and vague
mention of pre-existing
assumptions. No over mention
of bias/reflexivity.

Moderate: Several multiline quotes (4-6 lines)
with no identifiers to
distinguish participant
quotes.

Olivera, Braun,
Penedo and
Roussos (2013)

High: consistent
acknowledgement in purpose,
question, interview questions,
methods, analysis and results.

Moderate: One faceto-face interview
lasting 35 to 127
minutes by one of
first three authors.

Interview setting not
documented in research
report.

Low: Very basic demographic
information about researcher
shared. No mention of
reflexivity/bias or efforts to
reduce bias or use of auditors.

High: Several multi-line
quotes for each category
with unique identifiers to
distinguish participant
quotes.
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Authors

Coherence*

Research Focus**

Setting**

Researcher Role**

Findings Presentation**

Redko
(2007)

Moderate: Acknowledgement
in purpose, questions, method
and analysis. Interview
questions not shared in report.
General inductive qualitative
data analysis used.

High: Two focus
groups and
individual interviews
lasting
approximately 90
minutes.

Interview setting not
documented in research
report.

Low: No mention of
reflexivity/bias, efforts to
reduce bias or use of auditors.

High: Several 5-8 line
quotes to support results
with unique identifiers to
distinguish participant
quotes.

Roddy
(2013)

Moderate: Acknowledgement
in purpose, question, method
and analysis.

High: Face-to-face
interview and
debriefing session.

Interview setting not
documented in research
report.

Low: No mention of
reflexivity/bias, efforts to
reduce bias or use of auditors.
Transcript review and member
checking occurred.

High: Several 4-9 line
quotes to support results
with unique identifiers to
distinguish participant
quotes.

Sackett,
Lawson &
Burge
(2012)

Moderate: Some
acknowledgement of purpose,
question, methods and results.
Inconsistent analysis and
results based on intended
method (phenomenology).

Moderate: One faceto-face interview by
first author of 10-45
min, ave length 25
min.

Naturalistic: Interviews
held in same treatment
building but separate
area from clinic.

Moderate: Credibility, rigor and
reflexivity mentioned and
addressed through the use of
member checks, audit trail and
peer debriefing. No explicit
mention of researcher bias.

High: Several 4-7 line
quotes to support results
with unique identifiers to
distinguish participant
quotes.

Singer
(2005)

High: Consistent
acknowledgement of purpose,
question, interview questions,
methods and results through
report.

Moderate: One faceto-face interview by
researcher along with
collection of client
written case notes.

Naturalistic: Interviews
held prior to treatment
sessions.

High: Efforts to bracket
assumptions, acknowledge
efforts to reduce bias using
journal writing and explicit
researcher inquiry.

High: One sentence to
multi-line quotes to
support results with
unique identifiers to
distinguish participant
quotes.

Ward
(2005)

High: Very clear
acknowledgement of purpose,
question, interview questions,
methods and results and
adherence to grounded theory
methodology.

Moderate: One faceto-face interview
lasting 45-75 min by
researcher. Two
participants were
member checked.

Interview setting not
documented in research
report.

Moderate: Clear
acknowledgement of
researchers identity and efforts
to engage with participants via
“marginality.”

High: 4+ multi-line
quotes to support results
with unique identifiers to
distinguish participant
quotes.

Note: Criteria for Critiquing: *Kline, 2008; **Hoyt & Bhati, 2007
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Figure 1: The Mechanisms and Consequences of Power in the Therapeutic
fig. 1: A Metasynthesis of Power in the Therapeutic Relationship
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Abstract

Awareness of the power differential between client and counselor has often been
cited as a necessary part of ethical practice. Theoretical emphasis on power in scholarly
writing has been robust, but there is a lack of empirical research on client experiences of
power in the therapeutic relationship. This manuscript describes results of a critical
grounded theory study that explored the client’s experience of power within the
therapeutic relationship. Five consequences of power were explored as they related to
clients and mental health professionals.

Keywords: grounded theory, critical theory, power, therapeutic relationship, client
experiences
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The Client’s Experience of Power in the Therapeutic Relationship: Five Consequences
The power differential has been touted as something to be aware of in the
therapeutic relationship (TR) due to the expert power that is held by the mental health
professional (MHP) (Brown, 1994; Harrison, 2013; Veldhuis, 2001). Power is implicit in all
conversation (Wang, 2006), the primary mode by which therapeutic interactions occur.
Building off of communication studies, opinion change research, and social psychology,
mental health counseling has been described as an interpersonal influence process (J.
Corrigan et al., 1980; Goodyear & Robyak, 1981; S. Strong, 1968). The counselor uses social
power to establish a relationship and manipulates interpersonal influence factors to
encourage change (S. Strong, 1968). This social power often refers to a “power over” that
assumes the ability of the professional to execute more power than the client to some
degree (Jordan, 1993). Theoretical explorations of power (Brown, 1994; Guilfoyle, 2005;
Harrison, 2013; Veldhuis, 2001; Zur, 2009) emphasized the possible harms that exist when
MHPs do not consider their power and influence. Informed by social psychology, French
and Raven (1959) put forth a model that described the six bases of power as informational,
reward, coercion, legitimate, expertise, and referent. These bases clarified how an agent
might influence a target’s attitude, behavior, or beliefs. DeVaris (1994) further illuminated
these power bases as they appear in mental health treatment relationships, and Zur (2009)
championed the clients’ own bases of power as a contemporary challenge to seeing the
client as vulnerable and the practitioner as omnipotent.
Historical Perspectives on Power
Historically, the mental health professions have been invested in the expert position
within the treatment relationship; and this position included rigid boundaries and minimal
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transparency between client and practitioner (Safran & Muran, 2000; Silverman, 1996;
Spezzano, 1996). In the 1970’s, feminist therapists critiqued traditional psychological
theories and pushed for an acknowledgment of the power differential through emphasis on
an egalitarian relationship with clients (Brown, 1994, 2007; Gilligan, 1982; Miller, 2008a).
When describing therapeutic relationships, egalitarian refers to behaviors that value the
client’s perspective, rights, and power within the therapeutic relationship (Rader & Gilbert,
2005). Feminist, relational, multicultural, and social justice voices have consistently
challenged traditional paradigms within the mental health professions (Aldarondo, 2007;
Brown, 1994; Evans, Kincade, & Seem, 2011; Fox & Prilleltensky, 1997; Miller, 1976, 2008a;
Miller et al., 1999; Sue, 1981). Practitioners may strive for an egalitarian relationship with
clients, but it is unclear how successful MHPs have been in achieving this practice.
Empirical Research on Power in the Mental Health Professions
Power is a central concept of the social sciences (Haugaard & Clegg, 2009) yet only a
small amount of direct research on power exists within the context of mental health
professions. One of the challenges of studying power is that it is hidden (Foucault, 1990)
and often ignored by those that are in positions of power (Miller, 2008a). While power is
often obscured, a few studies have brought power to the forefront of inquiry.
The contemporary research related to power is dispersed among a few areas of
emphasis including practitioner’s actions (Koehn, 2007; Laugharne et al., 2012; Ward &
Knudson-Martin, 2012), practitioner identity (Rader & Gilbert, 2005), and conversational
flow as an indicator of power (Jahoda et al., 2009; Murphy, Cheng, & Werner-Wilson, 2006).
In Koehn’s 2007 study, clients receiving treatment for sexual abuse attributed the MHP’s
approach to power and control as a central factor in helpful or hindering counseling
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experiences. It has also been found that clients value a “shifting balance of power” within
the TR and a “personal touch” from the MHP (Laugharne et al., 2012). These studies have a
common theme in their results: how the MHP approaches and uses power impacts the
client.
Destructive Aspects of Power
Despite discipline wide intentions to do no harm, mental health professionals
engage in covert and overt power-related behaviors that undermine and damage the
therapeutic relationship related to sexual relationships with clients (Pope, Keith-Spiegel, &
Tabachnick, 1986; Pope & Vetter, 1991), therapeutic alliance ruptures (Coutinho, Ribeiro,
Hill, & Safran, 2011), and racial and ethnic microaggressions (Owen, Tao, Imel, Wampold, &
Rodolfa, 2014). Systemic power structures also contribute to difficulties achieving equity
and justice in the mental health professions (Lee, Marian, A., Jorgensen Smith, T. & Henry,
2013). The emphasis on the medical model has been challenged (Georgaca, 2012; Greenleaf
& Bryant, 2012; Insel, 2013; Szasz, 1974), and its emphasis on individual pathology has
been critiqued as causing stigma (P. Corrigan, 2004), making treatment less accessible to
potential clients. The diagnosis of mental disorders through the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (American Psychiatric Association, 2013, Insel, 2013), the
forced treatment of those diagnosed with severe mental illness (Mind Freedom, 2015), and
the increased use of psychiatric medications (Cassels, 2011; Medco, 2011; Mojtabai &
Olfson, 2010) have all been cited as oppressive practices that have harmed clients and
reduce trust the mental health system.
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Transformative Elements of Power in the Therapeutic Relationships
Despite its destructive potential, the power within the therapeutic relationship can
be helpful: 80% of clients that seek treatment are better off that those who do not (Asay &
Lambert, 1999; Wampold, 2007). More specifically, client empowerment has long been
identified described as one of the most highly significant positive experiences clients have
the therapeutic relationship (Adnøy Eriksen et al., 2014; Chamberlin, 2013; Connelly,
Keele, Kleinbeck, Schneider, & Cobb, 1993; Russinova, Rogers, Ellison, & Lyass, 2011;
Timulák & Lietaer, 2001). Defined as, “a process wherein people assert control over the
factors that affect their lives,” empowerment can be an antidote or corrective action against
the negative aspects of power (Connelly, et al., 1993, p. 300). Many scholars have
considered the possibility of mental health treatment as a path to help to ease the impact of
social injustice (Eldridge, 1983; Greenleaf & Bryant, 2012; Lee, Marian, A., Jorgensen Smith,
T. & Henry, 2013; Ratts, 2009; Toporek, Lewis, & Crethar, 2009). Proctor (2010) declared
that issues of power, control, and powerlessness are central to client distress.
Significant advocacy has occurred in the last couple decades to provide alternatives
to oppressive power structures within the mental health professions. The recovery
movement (Deegan, 1988), peer support programs (Davidson, Chinman, Sells, & Rowe,
2006), and groups of psychiatric survivors (Morrison, 2009) have emerged to provide
critiques and alternatives to mainstream status-quo reinforcing practices and address
systemic power concerns.
Rationale
Despite the centrality of power in the mental health professions, practitioners,
educators, and supervisors do not have clear power-informed practices to apply to
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confidential therapeutic relationships between clients and practitioners. Foucault (1982)
suggested the need to “bring to light power relations, locate their position, and find out
their point of application and the methods used” (p. 780). A critical metasynthesis of the
client’s experience of power in the therapeutic relationship by Hixson and Rubel (2015)
described a two-part schema of seven mechanisms and four consequences of power. Only
five of 17 qualitative studies included in the metasynthesis mentioned power at all,
although the consideration of power through critical theory could account for most results.
This provided a solid rationale for conducting a study that examined power more directly.
While both the metasynthesis and the critical grounded theory that followed contained
power consequences in their results, the data from the grounded theory was analyzed
without preconceptions and went well beyond what was originally found in the
metasynthesis.
The purpose of the research was to develop a theory grounded in client narratives
to further inform the client’s experience of power within the therapeutic relationship. The
grand research question was: How does the client experience power in therapeutic
relationships? The definition of power used in the study was a general one: “the capacity or
ability to direct or influence the behavior of others or the course of events (Oxford, n.d.).”
Qualitative grounded theory with a critical lens was used to answer the research
question. Qualitative research allows for a detailed, complex understanding of the research
question, along with a platform for individuals to explore and share their stories in context
(Creswell, 2007). A grounded theory is derived and “grounded” in the data from
participants and “likely to offer insight, enhance understanding and provide a meaningful
guide to action (Corbin & Strauss, 1998, p. 12).”
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Data analysis revealed contexts, processes and consequences that influenced the
central phenomena of the negotiation of power in therapeutic relationships. Five power
contexts were present in participant narratives. Three client power contexts— current
power realities and identities, pre-therapeutic relationship to power and authority,
and maturing as a client described, both historically and presently, how the participants
explained the negotiation of power in their TR’s. Participant narratives described their
MHP’s power contexts as well. Participants sensed their MHP’s power orientation that
influenced interactions they had as clients. Most participants were also aware of and
perceived their MHP’s development/maturity as an additional context that impacts how
they experienced interactions related to power in their TR’s. A core process emerged from
the data, the MHP’s awareness & use of the power contexts—which influenced the central
category, the negotiation of power in the therapeutic relationship. This manuscript
focuses mainly on five power consequences that can potentially arise when the client
encounters and negotiates power in sessions and throughout the TR. They are a
particularly vital aspect of the emergent theory as they describe critical relational
moments, interventions, and outcomes of power that are significant opportunities for
therapists to make use of but may easily be missed, pathologized, or misunderstood.
Recognizing the five power consequences may allow therapists to name, validate, and work
with the clients’ power struggles while accounting for their own power in session in
response.
Method
Grounded theory methodology was used since a substantive theory was not
available to explain the process of how clients experience power in the therapeutic
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relationship. A grounded theory is derived and “grounded” in the data from participants
and “likely to offer insight, enhance understanding and provide a meaningful guide to
action” (Corbin & Strauss, 1998, p. 12). While the fairly systematic procedures of Corbin &
Strauss (1998) were utilized during data analysis, a constructivist influence from Charmaz
(1995, 2006) was emphasized to keep participants’ voices and meaning central in the
theory development.
Theoretical Lens
The study of power is enhanced through the use of a theoretical lens that centralizes
and highlights power. Critical theory (Kincheloe and McLaren, 2005) is informed by a
variety of theories and discourses that focus on how power is exercised (Morrow, 2005).
The role of the researcher in critical research is more likely to be “unapologetically
political” (Morrow, 2005, p. 254). Social change and consciousness-raising are also
important goals for research within a critical theoretical lens (Fassinger & Morrow, 2013).
A critical lens was used which ensured I was sensitive to issues of power in the collection,
analysis, and reporting of data.
Researcher as Instrument: Reflexivity, Biases and Social Location
A centered concern for representation, reflexivity, researcher bias, and social
location increased the rigor of the research (Creswell, 2007; Etherington, 2004). The
naming of biases and assumptions allowed the researcher to be consciously aware of how
their subjective lens impacted the research endeavor and helped to minimize researcher
bias (Morrow, 2005). While the literature review included relevant research related to the
topics under study, I retained no particular hypotheses or predictions during the study. As
a politically-aware, relational mental health counselor, I share my biases and social location
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to aid in a reflexive perspective. I believe the difficulties clients bring to treatment are
embedded in the cultural context and informed by larger social and structural problems
that are beyond that of individual pathology. As the mental health system exists amidst the
larger systems in our society, I believe many oppressive practices exist in the training of
counselors as well as the treatment of clients. I maintain an awareness of privilege and
oppression in my work as a White, married, and cisgendered female with a working class
background.
Sampling, Participants, and Setting
Purposeful sampling was employed—I identified “information rich” cases (Morrow,
2005) to ensure a group of participants uniquely able to inform the research and central
phenomena of the study (Creswell, 2007). Study participants were identified through the
researcher’s local community of practitioners likely to have contact with participants who
fit the criteria. Research participants also self-selected based on the research study
announcement. Participants had at least six months of mental health treatment, were
currently in counseling, or had completed treatment within the last year. The participants’
treatment was limited to face-to-face talk therapy, which included a diverse range of
theories, interventions, and practitioners. Current clients provided relevant, timely
descriptions while participants with prior treatment had the benefit of reflection on their
experiences. Most participants described relationships with multiple MHPs in their
interviews.
Ten adult participants with an age range of 27-44 years old participated in the IRB
approved research. Nine of 10 participants were from a large city in the Pacific Northwest,
and one participant was from a city in a neighboring state. The race/ethnicity of the sample
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skewed towards White participants with nine identifying as such and one identifying as
Latino/Mixed. Six participants described their gender or pronouns as female, two as male,
one as transgender/male, and one as genderqueer. Five participants described their sexual
orientation as heterosexual, four as queer, and one as bisexual. The political affiliation of
the sample identified as strongly left of center. Participants described themselves as liberal,
independent, progressive, or as identifying with anarchism, feminism, intersectional antioppression analysis, or liberation political theories. Participants received a $15 gift card for
each interview.
Data Collection
Since informed qualitative research requires a detailed account resulting in thick
description, interviewing served as the primary source of data (Polkinghorne, 2005). Two
types of data were collected and analyzed in the current study: (a) transcribed interview
data and (b) transcribed researcher data including all researcher memos, notes, and visuals
from coding and theory generation. Two rounds of interviews were completed to verify
and inform the emerging theory (Fassinger, 2005). Appropriate prompts, open-ended
questions, and probing questions were used throughout the interview (Whiting, 2008). The
following statement was shared at the outset of the first interview to orient participants to
the definition of power used for the study:
I am interested in learning more about the power dynamic between clients
and their mental health professionals. Power is the ability or capacity to
direct or influence one’s own behavior, the behavior of others and the course
of events. While power may bring to mind negative experiences, I am
interested in learning about all power related experiences: positive, negative
or neutral. I am most interested in your interpretation of power and what
your experience has been with power in the therapeutic relationship.
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Two rounds of interview questions are detailed in Appendix A and B. The interviews
took place in a confidential location in person or over the phone.
Data Analysis
Data analysis followed the procedures outlined in Corbin & Strauss (1998). Audio
taped interviews were transcribed, and open coding identified concepts, properties, and
dimensions of the data through an initial line-by-line analysis. Data was reduced to small
subset of themes and categories that characterized the process of how power is
experienced in the therapeutic relationship. A single category was identified from the open
coding list that is central to understanding how power is experienced by being named by a
number of the research participants. Axial coding helped clarify how the specific coding
categories related to how power is experienced and to achieve saturation (Creswell, 2007).
Information was organized into a visual diagram presenting the theoretical model of
the process. Selective coding and the completion of a conditional matrix allowed the
generation of hypotheses interrelating the categories, conditions, and consequences in the
coding paradigm. Data was reported with an emphasis on thick description and judicious
use of quotes balanced with researcher interpretation (Morrow, 2005).
Measures Undertaken to Promote Trustworthiness
Credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability are the measures of
trustworthiness utilized for qualitative research (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Lincoln & Guba
note that credibility is akin to “truth value,” an assurance that the results are credible
constructions of the participants’ lived realities (1985, p.290). The tools to support
credibility undertaken in the current study included: prolonged engagement, triangulation
of sources, member checks, and peer debriefing.
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Transferability was achieved through thick description of the participant narratives,
allowing the reader to understand the time and context in which the theory is held (Lincoln
& Guba, 1985). Nuanced comparisons can be strengthened through a thorough, situated
description of “social, historical, local, and interactional contexts” of the study (Charmaz,
2006, p. 180). To support confirmability and dependability, all raw data, interview question
notes, researcher journal, memos, transcript notes, and draft diagrams were retained to
create an audit trail.
Data from the first 10 interviews was analyzed according to the procedures stated
above and lead to six questions in round two to assist in verifying the emerging theory.
Nine of the initial ten participants completed the round two interviews. Data was obtained
and analysed until saturation occurred and a substantive theory was formulated from
participant data. A third interview which served as a final member check revealed
participants felt the data reflected their experiences (with natural divergence), was
important to them as clients, and hoped the results would be shared widely with other
practitioners.
Results
Ten participants were interviewed about experiences of power in the their
therapeutic relationships. Negotiation of power is a core category that emerged from the
data and resulted in five consequences. Participants described five power contexts that
influenced the negotiation of power and how they experienced the consequences of power.
Negotiating power is defined as the participants’ experience and process of understanding
how to manage power in the therapeutic relationship as a client. The results focus on the
consequences and strategies of the negotiation of power detailed in Figure 2. Negotiating
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power describes the complex ways participants described working with power in the TR
and how they perceived the MHPs awareness of power and ability to effectively negotiate
power. The core category describes five strategies or consequences for how power is
negotiated with in the TR with specific properties: (a) mitigating power strategies, (b)
empowering/effective consequences, (c) disempowering/ineffective consequences, (d)
wrestling with power, and (e) resisting power strategies. Each of these categories, the
associated properties, and the dimensions will be defined, explained, and related directly
back to participant data in the following sections.
Mitigating Power Strategies
Participants sensed that both they and their MHPs used specific strategies to
mitigate or neutralize power in the TR. Mitigation of power occurred when participants
perceived that they or their counselor were attempting to alleviate power dynamics with
specific strategies. These mitigating strategies appeared to be a pre-cursor to effective use
of power contexts in the TR (the empowering/effective consequence). Mitigating the power
in the TR appeared to help these participants and their MHPs more successfully negotiate
power in the TR.
Client strategy: Inquiring about the MHP’s power orientation. Participants
attempted to vet the MHPs power orientation prior to or at the outset of forming a TR by
inquiring about the MHPs approach, philosophy or identities. Looking for someone with an
“anti-oppressive feminist lens” or seeking out a “feminist analysis” were helpful ways for
participants to protect their power related identities. Participant 8 shares his search for
someone who would be okay with polygamous relationships, queer identity and persons of
color: “So I was like, well it has to be somebody who’s okay with all these aspects of my
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identity cause otherwise what’s the point. It would just be a big waste of time!” Participants
in the current study described ways they asked questions and checked out their identities
with prospective MHP to mitigate power and protect themselves and prospective clients.
Client strategy: Calibrating vulnerability to ensure safety. Participants shared
ways they test vulnerability, check for judgment, and mitigate risk within the TR. These
strategies appeared to help them assess their safety and more consciously dole out
vulnerability to neutralize some of the power in the TR. Participants shared ways they
withheld if they had not “done enough processing with it in order to share” or ways they
“test my vulnerability.” During an interview, a participant became aware of this concept of
calibration:
I was thinking of just the idea of how intimate and how honest we are and
that being the decision on some level whether we're aware of it or not. And
then how that changes too depending on the dynamic or what happened
recently and watching that I think has been interesting for me in the last few
months. (Participant 7)
Client strategy: Taking responsibility. An additional property of mitigating
power, which appears to impact power negotiation, is taking responsibility. By taking
responsibility for their own dissatisfaction, participants described ways they adjusted
expectations and took responsibility for moments where they did not feel helped.
Participants noted, “I’ve allowed certain things and set certain boundaries,” so they took on
some of the responsibility when treatment was not particularly helpful to them. This
appeared to alleviate disappointment and help them maintain their fondness and empathy
for the MHP. One participant shared her feelings about how she perceives her expectations
for her MHP upon reflection:
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There are times when I’m sitting there, and I’m like “I want you to challenge
me and to push me and to pull this out of me and you are not doing it.”
Probably, looking back, it’s because I’m not giving enough, like I wasn’t giving
enough. I mean, she’s not a mind reader, she’s not just going to figure out you
know…so I think it was me sitting there being like “I want you to do some of
this work for me, I want you to figure it out,” you know? And I don’t think I
ever really gave her enough to do that so I feel like it was like in hindsight
kind of an unreasonable expectation. (Participant 2)
MHP strategy: Increasing trust through mutual disclosure/friendliness. This
property was related to the participant’s impression that their MHPs made efforts to
mitigate power through self-disclosure and general friendliness toward them. One
participant shared his theory on this:
I think that her disclosure was something that she did consciously in order
to—this is my theory—in order to, [create] . . . mutual vulnerability. So, she
was like, oh, if you’re gonna open up about your life, I’m gonna tell you a little
bit about mine. And she would tell me stories of… even like what she did in
the week, like since I last saw her. And every time she would do something
like that it always made me feel more comfortable. Umm, it made me feel like
I… it made me feel inspired always to share more with her. So, that’s why it
was sort of like, I was sort of like, oh, she tells me about her life and I tell her
about my life and it was sort of weird cause it was like oh, it feels really
friendly, but I know it’s not friendly. (Participant 8)
Mitigating power strategies appeared to help clients and their MHPs neutralize
some of the power differences, and their narratives indicated these mitigating strategies
serve to prime the possibility of empowering/effective experiences of power.
Empowering/Effective Negotiation of Power
Participants perceived that an MHP’s effective use of the power shifted important
dynamics both inside and outside the TR; these dynamic shifts were described as
empowering/effective. This category represents experiences where the participant
perceived interventions as informative and impactful. Participants shared ways they
benefitted from interventions and interactions that appeared to free them up from
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previously rigid perspectives or strategies that reduced behaviors they or their MHP
deemed detrimental to their well-being. There are several properties of this category
including acceptance-based strategies, normalizing/de-pathologizing interventions,
and holding complexity. In addition, this category includes a strategy, power substitution,
used by participants when they felt disempowered in their lives. The following participant
discusses how experimenting with power can transform dynamics inside and outside the
TR:
Umm, so that definitely has been interesting of, like, moments where I’ve sort
of, like, given over power or been asking, like, can I do this or is it OK if I
change topics or is it OK if I? And then, and then even in the moment feeling
like oh I don’t need to ask that. But then, especially by his [MHP’s] response
as well, being like well, do you? What do you want to do? You know, like, he’s
really consistent about, like, throwing that back into my court so that that
doesn’t really work. So, then I sort of, I challenge myself in terms of like in the
moment, not just in that room, but elsewhere, where am I giving up that
power when it actually should be mine to hold? (Participant 7)
Acceptance-based strategies. Participants shared moments where they
experienced intervention strategies that helped shift resistance to negative emotional
experiences. Several participants mentioned times where encouragement to accept feelings
or experiences was very helpful to their overall therapeutic process. A participant shared
how a cultural remnant of her Mormon background that contributed to emotional distress
was shifted via acceptance-based strategies by her MHP:
There is this song called “turn it off.” It’s about being gay or having bad
feelings you turn em off, like a light switch, that really was a thing growing
up… You mind is a stage, if a bad thought tries to get on you push it off, push
it off, push it off. Keep your mind stage clean and happy, and you smile a lot.
And so one of the things I remember her [the MHP] saying when I was sad
about [my husband]… She talks to me about feeling feelings and that you
have to sit with them, or they’ll just keep popping up like that. That is
another thing that’s really helped that I do all the time is… Oh, I’m feeling sad,
okay, stop, I’m gonna feel sad! (Participant 1)
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Holding complexity. This property refers to ways that participants described
information, concepts or people they perceived to be held by the MHP with complexity, not
as good or bad, right or wrong. Participants perceived this dialectical strategy as a way
reduce dichotomous thinking and increased their willingness to share negative experiences
about themselves or others in their lives. Participant 2 describes this process:
There’s certain people in my life that I am very, very protective of . . . but as I
have opened out more and I’ve seen her reaction to those people and she
clearly still respects them and has positive things to say about them. It’s
made me more comfortable because I’m like, oh even if I say maybe
something not overly positive about a person it doesn’t mean she’s going to
think they are this awful, you know. (Participant 2)
Normalizing/de-pathologizing. This property relates to ways participants felt
supported when they were judging themselves or ways they felt previously damaging selfperceptions or experiences with others, perhaps even past MHPs, were repaired:
Having somebody in that authority role who also knows all of my crazy
garbage and still says “No, you are doing fine,” “No, you are a good parent,”
and “your kids are hard.” That kind of stuff where it’s bolstered up my ability
to then look at other people and be like, yeah, you are an authority figure, but
I also have my own power and my own expertise. (Participant 1)
Power substitution. This property refers an important way participants described
shoring up their own power with the support of the MHPs power. When participants
viewed themselves as not having the power, entitlement or support to make important
choices or set boundaries in their lives or relationships, they described ways they
substituted the power of the MHP internally or externally. Participants explained that
power substitution included directives from the MHP the participant perceived as helpful:
“Don’t do this/ do this,” “Do this, this is good,” or ways that power substitution “makes me
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brave” and “makes me say the things I want to say.” The following participant discusses
how power substitution helped them navigate boundaries with an ex:
I was dating someone that was not great for me but I was really into them,
and she [the MHP] was very much in that process and very much that voice
that I needed that was like, “You need to stand up for yourself,” “You need to
not be with this person anymore,” “You need to…”—I mean I guess it wasn’t
“need,” but she was able to be that part of myself that I couldn’t access at the
time, or at least that’s how I felt. Sort of looking in the mirror of like “These
are the bad things that are going on in this situation; why would you even
want yourself to be in this situation?” and even so far as to be like, after we
sort of ended things, she was like, “No, you shouldn’t go over there!” And I
was like, “Ok.” That’s what I needed: That was a point where I needed her
power to substitute my own. It was easy for me to be like, “Oh, well, [current
MHP] says I can’t do it,” because I can’t make those decisions. (Participant 5)
This category and the associated properties represent ways that participants
considered power was used effectively, was perceived as beneficial to the participant, or
ways participants used their MHP’s power to shore up their own.
Wrestling with Power
A more complex category emerged from the participant narratives, wrestling with
power, representing ongoing struggles to interpret, manage, and tolerate power in the TR.
At the time of the research interviews, participants who were wresting with power
described their experiences in ways that were very alive, dynamic, and full of emotion.
Most participants did not describe these experiences as harmful, but they seemed to
represent a deep struggle that was ongoing and challenging for the participants.
Participants indicated it was not always easy to cope with the strain of therapeutic work:
indicated it was not always easy to cope with the strain of therapeutic work: ''Do I want to,
is this [counseling] an important part of my self-care? Yes. Does it suck sometimes? Yes.”
They struggled with the power and influence the MHP had in the TR and how this
interacted with their own history, perceptions, and expectations of their current MHP. In a
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round two interview, Participant 7 shared current therapeutic challenges that represented
this wrestling process. Several issues were intersecting—access to counseling was
threatened due to lack of money, there was a recent therapeutic disappointment, and there
were strong feelings between the participant and their MHP:
I was like can I do therapy once a month, and he was like if you do once a
month, it's not therapy. It's something else. It's like a check-in. And it was
really intense, the way he said it, or it felt like when you're trying to… the
complicated thing of trying to negotiate a shift in a relationship and being
how you have power. I could say I'm done with therapy, and I'm leaving. Or I
could say I'm going to do a little therapy. But I don't really want you to see
me that well. So I'm going to come in once a month. Whatever. All levels of it.
Like I don't have the money or energy to do it. And then being like what is the
value of it being therapy or not being therapy and who values that? I felt that
was interesting.
Over the course of two interviews, another participant shared their experiences of
wrestling; the participant seemed to be questioning the struggle with power as they
reflected on their current TR:
If she is really hardcore, could she be more gentle? Stuff like that. But at the
same time I have a lot work to do about pushing through when things are
hard and when I feel, challenged or they are scary, ya know. It’s complicated
that way, in a nutshell. (Participant 10)
The participant wondered if it was “too much of a clash” but ultimately was very
grateful that their current MHP was willing to work through it in what was perceived as a
reassuring way:
I keep sticking with her because she has done that work with me. Stayed late.
She reassuring. Sometimes it’s surprising because of my own childhood
issues. She’ll be like, “I love you and I care about you, and, basically, the
message is I want you to keep coming back or I want good things for you. I’m
not judging you, I do care about you.” (Participant 10)
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In the second interview, this same participant, vulnerably explored the complex
terrain of very fresh concerns regarding how to integrate their MHP’s perspective while
acknowledging their own deep issues with trust:
It's just a mindfuck at the moment. I should clarify, really, remind myself and
mention to you that it's not, it's not just like black and white, stark contrasts
of contrasts, of like truths, or something. It's like, oh, like, you know, this
person is wise, and I know that they are trying to help me and tell me all
these things or whatever, and I'm just resistant to it. You know, it's not just
that; it's also like… it's like I start to trip out, you know? I'm all like, are you
being fucked up to me? Are you fucking with me? You know, like my trust
bullshit is like 24/7. I have these annoying issues with trust. (Participant 10)
Participant experiences of wresting with power were unique in their current, active,
ongoing nature. These participants perceived themselves as in the midst of a struggle that
was related to how much power and influence they were able to accept from their MHPs
and how much power they were willing to give to the MHP.
Disempowerment/Ineffective Negotiation of Power
The majority of participants in the current study did not describe experiences of
direct and harmful disempowerment, but they did show up in some narratives. This
consequence contains properties that represent a sense of dimensionality ranging from
more severe to less severe ways participants described disempowerment and ineffective
negotiation of power. Disempowering/ineffective use of the power contexts represented
ways participants perceived interactions as harmful, experienced missed opportunities as
disappointing, or decided to bear with unhelpfulness in the TR.
A male participant had been called out for abuse in his community and was
discussing his attempts to hold himself accountable in counseling. During our round two
interview, he became aware of how uncomfortable he felt about the way the MHP at the
time responded to his self-accountability:
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I’m someone who is like taking abuse seriously and I’m working to change it.
And so they like get – they’re like charmed by it. And I think I have seen it
with one particular therapist [with whom] I had . . . a little bit of a class pet
feeling. And that’s a dynamic that’s like I really don’t like obviously. I mean
it’s not obvious, but I don’t like it. It’s not doing me any good. It’s not doing
them any good. I don’t want any brownie points for this. Essentially, it feels
like I’m getting like points for doing something that . . . I should have done a
long time ago, and . . . that like that I’m only doing after the fact of hurting
other people, and that feels gross. (Participant 4)
Pathologizing. This property describes moments when participants perceived their
MHP as problematizing or rejecting an aspect of their experience. Participants described
times they were made to feel bad about their emotions, behavior, or experience or when
parts of their identity or struggles were not honored by their MHPs. Participant 9 shares an
experience when her MHP considered her anger threatening:
This gal I was working with wasn’t a good fit, and at that time I was feeling
very depressed and very angry. Umm, and I felt like she was afraid of me. I
felt like she… I wanted to bring up how much anger I had, or I wanted to be
able to talk about how angry I was, but I felt like she was concerned or scared
or… that’s what I actually felt like: like she was afraid of me. And so I didn’t
feel like I could talk to her. Or if I felt like it [anger] would start to come up
and I wanted to talk through with it her, she almost couldn’t handle it is the
way that it felt. Growing up I grew up in a southern culture household where
you just don’t get angry. You know, you don’t let… You just don’t do that. And
so, that was the same message. That whether it was intentional or not, that’s
what was coming through; that this isn’t OK.
Missed opportunities by the MHP. Some participants described missed
opportunities in their interactions with MHPs. Missed opportunities ranged from
interventions that could have been more additive to the participants’ therapeutic work, to
those that were harmful to the therapeutic relationship. Reactions from the participants
indicated that missed opportunities had an impact on the participant’s perception of the
helpfulness of their MHPs. A missed opportunity can be perceived as much more actively
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disempowering as is the following situation. This participant spoke of an experience where
her MHP misunderstands what she thought was a valuable moment in the TR:
I thought he leaned in to give me a hug, so I hugged him. When I left, I
thought, “He did good that time.” That’s what I was thinking. I told him this
really deep hard story, and he was able to be a little kinder and gentler when
I left. I was leaving still a little shaken up but the hour is over or whatever….
The next week, this is one of the things I told him…. The next week, we sat
down, I’m thinking, I’ve heard about trauma stories; sometimes what you
need is to feel someone heard you and tell your story and feel that it was
heard. Sometimes when I’ve told it, people will repeat it back, and I’m like
that’s not what I said. I thought we got it! I finally got it! We sit down, and he
said, “I think we need to talk about what happened last week.” I was like
“Yeah, we can do that, great.” I was feeling happy and whatever. He was like,
“Yeah last week when you left, you leaned in to hug me, and I wanna know
what that means. I’m a man; I don’t know if there was sexual tension. I’m not
sure why you wanted to hug me.” [Participant laughing loudly] “Oh my god!”
I absolutely immediately felt he doesn’t get me, he doesn’t hear me, he has no
idea how important it was for me to share that story in so much detail, and
he’s fucking clueless. (Participant 3)
Client strategy: Bearing with unhelpfulness. Participants talked of many times
where they bear with unhelpfulness in the TR. When participants became aware of some
aspect of their work with MHPs that was not helpful, they described the ways they dealt
with this and the reasons why this bearing with was important. They described
experiences where they “stick with this person that’s pretty shitty” in order to get
something out of a TR. Participants described using the strategy of bargaining to bear with
unhelpfulness.
Client strategy: Bargaining. Participants described situational constraints like
financial barriers, including insurance restrictions, which lead to a need to access low-cost
counseling. Some participants shared how they have utilized interns as a means of
obtaining mental health treatment that was accessible. These constraints seemed to
influence a sense of bargaining. One participant clearly shared why she bears with the
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unhelpfulness: “I think I tolerate lukewarm skills because I don’t have money. I don’t have
money for more.” Bargaining appeared in participant narratives when they shared ways
they made sense of unhelpfulness in exchange for access to care as in the following
narrative:
I have [Medicaid]. I was able to see one person there once but then she told
me that they would only have room in their schedule to see me once a month.
And that felt completely ridiculous to me. And pointless. And, so, I was so
grateful that I found a place where I could see someone once a week that I
feel like maybe that was part of the reason why I didn’t want to critique her
too much, because I wanted to just, like, I was so grateful for even being able
to see someone once a week, I wanted to, like, keep that and have it be good
and solid. (Participant 4)
Participant narratives revealed ways they felt disempowered, where missed
opportunities occurred and where they decided to bear with unhelpfulness to negotiate
power in the TR.
Resisting Power
This category describes the strategies participants used to push back or avoid being
influenced by the MHP. Participants shared experiences that signaled active and passive
efforts to resist power in the TR. They diverged in their ability to confront the MHP when
faced with decisions to give feedback about their treatment or speak up when needed.
Some described ways of “holding back” or “changing the subject” as passive resistance.
Most participants shared experiences that revealed they would do almost anything to avoid
risking a rupture to the TR. “Not stepping on toes” often guided passive resistance. In
contrast some participants described active strategies of resistance including ways they
“talked over him [the MHP]” and “rambled really loud” to avoid their MHP’s power and
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influence. However, participants varied in their desire to be direct or indirect in their
resistance.
Willingness to confront (active). Some participants described ways they took
active steps to confront power-related difficulties in the TR. Some participants reported
they were able directly say, “I’m not ready to go there.” One participant shared a story
about how she actively resisted power in the TR through her own research about her (self)
diagnosis after she became frustrated with her MHP:
So I decided to go and read journal articles because I was a grad student [in
another field], and I had access to journals about OCPD [Obsessive
Compulsive Personality Disorder] and the therapy relationship. I read this
really great article that was clearly not for a person with OCPD to ever read:
“Watch out for this person [the OCPD client]; the assault is coming. They are
going to come in with all the things that are wrong with you, and they are
probably going to hit a lot nerves because they have been cataloguing it.”
(Participant 3)
The participant was empowered to then confront her MHP after getting a glimpse
behind the curtain of professional discourse related to client pathology.
Saving face/protecting self (passive). This property of resisting power includes
avoidant strategies that allow the participant to save face rather than experience
confrontation, discomfort, or embarrassment. Participants shared experiences of going to
great lengths to resist the influence of the MHP and do whatever they can to get out of
unhelpful therapeutic relationships. Participant 6 described their strategy:
With past therapists, in terms of the TR, not being able to express that I
wasn’t finding the sessions fulfilling or that I didn’t feel like I was making any
progress, the way that I would handle that is by coming in and acting like I
was fine so the therapist would eventually—which is also what did happen—
would say that they didn’t think we need to have sessions anymore. So, then I
would just leave and then not have to have any conflict with them or have to
say something which I didn’t feel comfortable saying, “Well, I’m just not
getting what I need out of this,” or “I don’t feel like I’m making progress.” So, I
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tried to facilitate what I thought they wanted to see, which was not having
anymore indicators of depression or anxiety, or whatever it was that I
thought they were trying to fix, thinking there was something to wrap up
neatly and be free to go and get out of that situation or be done with therapy
completely.
Saving face/protecting the MHP. Passive resistance also showed up in the
participant narratives as protecting the MHP. Many participants alluded to attempts to
avoid “hurting their [the MHPs’] feelings.” Most participants made note that MHPs can
probably handle feedback in a professional way and “would respond well,” but they often
described experiences that indicated a desire to protect the MHP in the interaction:
The times when I hold back—like with the person I have right now—I don’t
think he’s doing a very good job. It’s that chatty chummy thing, and I don’t
feel any change or help. It’s not helping me at all. Sometimes, I want to tell
him, “You are not helping me at all.” And I don’t because I feel like I’m
protecting him. He’s studying for his license. He hasn’t been doing it for very
long. He’s sweet. I like him as a person. We have stuff in common: We both
like bicycles, perspectives on the world. I don’t want to hurt his feelings, and I
feel bad for him that I don’t think he is a good therapist. (Participant 3)
Critiquing with humor (passive). Another property of resisting power that came
through during interviews is critiquing with humor (passive). Participants acknowledged
their irreverence with laughter throughout the research interviews. In a researcher memo
during round one, I note:
This laughter seems to be about getting the upper hand and feeling a sense of
subversive power. They seem to be using laughter in the interview to process
these experiences, which seems necessary as they are saying them out loud
to another person, sometimes, for the first time. Laughter is a way of
expressing how ludicrous some of their experiences have been and how
disrespected they feel. A way of being insubordinate: “It’s funny, but it’s
really not funny at all.”
Laughter during the interviews seemed to serve as a way of allowing the participant
to passively resist and work through their experiences in treatment that did not quite meet
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their expectations. Participants described creative active and passive ways to resist power
and attempt to avoid the perceived influence of the MHP in the TR. These strategies
describe the need to occasionally push back actively or withhold passively to resist power
in the TR when needed.
The above categories, properties, and dimensions outline the consequences of the
negotiation of power in therapeutic relationships. The consideration of the power
consequences may allow MHPs to engage with the complexity of power and negotiate
power more effectively with clients. The participant narratives bring life to a complex array
of experiences that are power-related that are usually hidden from view.
Discussion
This manuscript described part of a critical grounded theory study of power in the
therapeutic relationship. Participant narratives revealed five strategies and consequences
that impact the negotiation of power in the TR. This discussion first reflects on the study of
power and explores several findings from the results.
Two specific points about the study of power will be outlined here. The first is the
difficulty of tracking power, and the second is possible benefits of dialoguing about power.
While a general definition of power was used for the study and was shared prior to the first
interview, participants struggled throughout the research process to fully define, grasp,
and hold on to the definition of power in the TR. The two quotes that follow show that
participants re-inquired throughout the interview or at the outset of subsequent interviews
about the definition of power: “It’s helpful to hear your explanation because I looked at it
but I was sort of confused, you know?” (Participant 2). “I always have an initial . . . an initial
moment of confusion when thinking about . . . what power means in these relationships”
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(Participant 4). This is aligned with scholarly observations that power is difficult to see
(Foucault, 1990; Miller, 2008a; Walker, 2008) and important to acknowledge in the
therapeutic relationships (Brown, 2006; DeVaris, 1994; Harrison, 2013; Veldhuis, 2001). If
clients are not aware of power as it relates to the therapeutic relationship, it may be
difficult for them to discuss it and challenge power as it surfaces in their work with MHPs.
It appears that talking about power in the study made power more visible in the
participant’s TRs. In final member checks, the participants shared ways they became
trackers of power throughout the study. According to one participant, “If certain things
happen, I ask myself, is that power related? Before this, it wasn’t on my radar.” Scholars
have considered dialogue as a means to examine power in interactions (Guilfoyle, 2003)
and discussing power, perhaps, specifically with a third party, may help bring it to the
forefront, allowing for more options to negotiate and utilize power.
Another interesting result of this study is the consequence of wrestling with power
as part of negotiation of power. I found it beneficial to talk with participants who were
currently meeting with their MHPs as this provided the unique opportunity to document
the ongoing struggle of power and influence in real time. Jordan (1993) and other
relational cultural theorists note the dynamic nature of authentic and mutual TRs where
the client and MHP move through connection and disconnection together. Wrestling with
power may be just what is needed as it is not just “working through projections” or
“working through the transference” but “developing new relational patterns of mutual
responsiveness and influence” which is at the core of emotional growth (Jordan, 1993, p.
34).
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The results of this research also pinpoint that clients may have very creative ways of
resisting power. Researchers have challenged the idea that the client is fully vulnerable
(Guilfoyle, 2005; Zur, 2009). If MHPs foster their understanding of how clients resist
power, they may be more likely to discuss these strategies with their clients which may
help prevent therapeutic ruptures (Safran, Muran, & Eubanks-Carter, 2011). Because
withdrawal ruptures go largely unnoticed by MHPs (Coutinho et al., 2011), it is quite
possible that strategies of passive resistance also go unnoticed. Guilfoyle (2005) also notes
that power is not often considered a part of client resistance since client resistance is often
attributed to struggles within the client rather than within the TR or the MHP.
The results describe the client’s experience that power is difficult to name and
discuss if not done so explicitly. Erasing power in the therapeutic relationship may increase
the illusion that treatment can be executed equitably and neutrally. In an article that
outlines an alternative paradigm for power, Walker (2008) notes that “ambivalence about
power can lead to reproducing some of its most destructive arrangements and
consequences” (p. 131). This study suggests there are consequences to power in
therapeutic relationships that have positive, negative and complex outcomes for the client.
Future Research
This study highlights that more research on power is needed in the fields of
counseling and psychotherapy. Future research might engage client and counselor dyads
about power in the therapeutic relationship to more deeply understand the complex power
processes that are at play from both relational perspectives, simultaneously. Participant
narratives hinted that speaking with a person outside the TR about power and power
dynamics actively impacted current therapeutic relationships and made power more
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visible. Future research questions could also focus on how power changes, shifts, or
becomes more visible through discussion of it with a third party. It may also be helpful to
consider how to train and supervise counselors with an awareness of power that goes
beyond the simple idea to be aware of the power differential.
Limitations
The results of this qualitative study are unique to the participants, the researcher,
and the context of the study. By carefully reading the study and understanding the contexts
of the participants and the reflexive stance of the researcher, the reader can decide how the
results relate to their own experience as clients or mental health professionals. One
drawback of the current study is the limited diversity of the participants in the areas of
race/ethnicity and political affiliation. Nine of ten participants identified as
White/Caucasian, limiting the applicability of this research to participants with other
racial/ethnic identities. Also, all of the participants identified as independent, far left, or
radical left of center on the political spectrum leaving out a large proportion of people who
identify their political affiliation as more moderate or right leaning. While the participants
were quite diverse in areas of sexuality identity, gender, and general background, more
research is needed with participations who are persons of color and whom are more
politically diverse.
Conclusion
This manuscript highlights several consequences of power that impact the clients in
the therapeutic relationship. These consequences provide a context for how power is
negotiated in the TR and may give MHPs, educators, and supervisors more perspective on
how to negotiate power more effectively with clients.
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Appendix A
Round One Interview Questions
1. Describe your relationship with a past or current mental health professional
2. What is your perspective or experience of the power dynamic between yourself
and mental health professionals?
3. Describe for me a time when you wanted to bring something up in therapy and
you either could or couldn't do it. Follow-up: What was that like for you?
4. Tell me about a time when you were aware that what you and your counselor
did together in your session influenced something outside of the session, in your
life.
5. How does your counselor respond to you when you are powerful as the client?
(If needed: For example, when you express strong opinions, resist your
counselor’s influence, or push back in the session?)
6. Describe an experience where your needs were not being met by your counselor
7. Describe a time when you got to make the choices about what happened in
treatment. Follow-up: How did that impact your relationship with your
counselor?
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Round Two Interview Questions
First, participants were asked if they would like to see the current status of the data
analysis in the study (this served as an initial member check). All expressed interest and
they were shown the current visual diagram of the working grounded theory for the study
The student researcher explained the diagram. The participant was able to ask questions
about the diagram. The student asked: Do you have any thoughts or reactions to the
diagram? How does this align with your experience?

Additional interview questions for round two also included the following:
1. Have you had any new thoughts or experiences about power in your therapeutic
relationships since we last talked?,
2. Tell me about a time where you wished a MHP used their power in a positive, strong
way to help you (with your goals as a client).
3. Describe what has held you back from critiquing or giving feedback to MHPs when
they are unhelpful or not meeting your needs.
4. Tell me about a time where you became aware that you and your MHP were
working out power dynamics that relate to other relationships or patterns in your
life.
5. What do you do when you can’t or don’t feel like you can talk directly with your
MHP about power dynamics in your relationship with them?
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Figure 2: Five Consequences of Power in the Therapeutic Relationship
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Conclusion

This project was completed between January 2014 and May 2016: A time of
unprecedented activism and push back towards large, systemic power structures in the
United States. The death of Michael Brown along with several fatal use of force incidents by
law enforcement lead protests in Ferguson, Missouri and the larger #BlackLivesMatter
movement. Student activism on college campuses surged in response to unaddressed
racism and most recently, widespread resistance and boycotting has occurred in response
to the anti LGBTQ legislation passed in both North Carolina and Tennessee. While the
freedom to choose among a diverse and opposing set of paradigms, political parties,
ideologies and world views continues to exist, it appears to be getting harder to avoid the
reality that systemic oppression simmers beneath the surface of all aspects of modern life.
While the mental health professions exist to help and assist individuals, children, couples
and families with a wide array of problems that are often perceived as individual
maladjustments, systemic factors of oppression influence the need for and access to mental
health treatment. The systemic power structures that impact society at large also impact
the institution of mental health treatment. The need to examine power at all levels of
service provision in mental health is necessary for creating a just society.
As a practitioner with deep, consistent concerns about power structures (including
my own participation in them), I came to this project through the intersection between my
relationship with clients and my identity as a modern political psychotherapist. I will
conclude this project with summary of overall conclusions, implications for the mental
health professionals (MHP’s), and directions for future research.
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The two projects that comprise this dissertation have investigated how power is
experienced by clients of mental health treatment. Theoretical explorations of power have
outlined the need for practitioners to be aware of power but have not resulted in a clear
understanding of the complexities of the client’s experience of power in the therapeutic
relationship (TR) (Brown, 1994; DeVaris, 1994; Harrison, 2013; Veldhuis, 2001). The two
manuscripts that comprise this dissertation help illuminate the client’s experience of
power and provide new avenues for research.
Manuscript 1 Conclusions
A critical metasynthesis of selected qualitative research revealed that, when the lens
of critical theory was applied to general results on the therapeutic relationship, power
accounts for many of these experiences. Even when power is not mentioned directly by
researchers or participants, it persists and is an important part of the client’s experience.
Manuscript 2 Conclusions
A critical grounded theory of the client’s experience of power in therapeutic
relationships revealed five consequences that can be considered by mental health
professionals. Awareness of these consequences may assist MHP’s in noticing, discussing,
and understanding power it’s implications on their clients and their TRs.
Implications for Practice, Training, and Research
The discussion of power in therapeutic relationships must move beyond the simple
warning to be aware of the power differential. It is imperative to discuss the nuances of
power in the therapeutic relationship within training programs, internships and in practice
settings. Educators and supervisors are in a unique position to complicate the narrative on
power and its impact on the therapeutic relationship. The more power is brought out into
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the open for discussion, the more nuanced our engagement and interventions can be with
our clients. Our willingness to consider power and the clients’ experience of it has the
potential to shift the outcomes and consequences of power.
Future research on power in the therapeutic relationship might focus on the power
experience of both clients and their mental health professionals simultaneously to gain
additional information about the complex experience of power and more deeply
understand the variables at play. Also, it could be useful to understand how power can
become more visible and more easily discussed when a clients and mental health
professionals are able to discuss power related issues with a third person outside the
therapeutic relationship. It may also be important to further understand the benefits of
wrestling with power in the TR and how this impacts clients, either positively, negatively or
in a complex fashion.
Overall Conclusions
Each profession yields its own set of knowledge, symbols and language that become
the dominant professional discourse. Theses signifiers can erase the systemic factors that
underlie its foundation. As the mental health professions continue to grow, diversify and
define themselves, these research projects indicate that power is a significant factor in the
relationship between client and mental health professional. As the A Critical Metasynthesis
of the Literature on the Client’s Experience of Power in the Therapeutic Relationship indicates
that even when power is not be named or acknowledged, much of the client’s experiences
of the TR in qualitative research can be accounted for as power-based. In addition, The
Client’s Experience of Power in the Therapeutic Relationship: Five Consequences, describes
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the negotiation of power in therapeutic relationships with varying consequences and
outcomes.
Power is there whether we acknowledge it or ask about it and there are specific
ways clients and MHP’s may be working with power in the therapeutic relationship.
Without naming power and discussing it in the therapeutic relationship, it is silenced and
obscured from view, and we may mistakenly consider power related issues in the TR as
part of client pathology or client resistance.
The results of the metasynthesis and the results of the qualitative research study
come together to further inform the client’s experience of power as one that is complex,
multi-faceted and needs to be considered by mental health practitioners, educators and
supervisors. Clients have unique information on how power is negotiated in the
therapeutic relationship.
“I hope there is more research that goes into it and I hope people start thinking
about this especially when educating mental health professionals.”
Participant Quote

“To disavow power is not an option. The option is to choose how to relate
to and through the power that one has.”
(Walker, 2008, p. 133)
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Appendix C
Recruitment Materials
Research Study Announcement for Fellow Professionals
Dear Fellow Professionals,
My name is Karen Hixson and I am a Ph.D. Candidate at Oregon State University
conducting a study entitled “The Client’s Experience of Power in the Therapeutic
Relationship: A Critical Grounded Theory” to meet requirements for the completion of
my dissertation. The purpose of qualitative study is to explore the relationship
between clients and their mental health professionals from the client’s perspective
with and emphasis on power. The limited amount of research that has been done on
power in therapeutic relationships points to the relevance of power dynamics to the
client’s experience and a strong need for additional research. I am asking for your
support in identifying participants who may qualify. Participation in this research
project is strictly voluntary. Qualified participants will be paid $15 for each interview.
If you believe you know any past clients, current clients or other persons who may
qualify, please forward the study announcement to them and have them contact me
directly at directly via email hixsonk@onid.orst.edu or by calling me at: 503- 4755996.
The principal researcher is Dr. Deborah Rubel. This study has been approved
by the Human Subjects Board of Oregon State University and is study number 6864.
Participants in this study will be asked questions regarding their experiences in a
therapeutic relationship. Participants will take part in two to three 60-minute
interviews at a convenient location over the period of a couple months. The total time
commitment should not exceed three hours.
To be eligible for this study:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Participants have had at least 6 months of counseling with a mental health
professional (talk therapy, not just medication management, any type of
professional provider is acceptable: counselor, social worker, psychologist,
psychiatric nurse practitioner etc.). Preferably, I would like to interview a range
of people: Some who have received services in community mental health settings
and some who have received treatment in the private practice setting.
The participant is not a previous or currently practicing mental health
professional
If the participant is not currently meeting with a mental health professional, they
have ended treatment no longer than one year ago
The participant is not actively suicidal and able to communicate through any
psychotic experiences
The participant has some awareness of power dynamics in therapeutic
relationships
The participant has the capacity and willingness to contribute to this study
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•
•

The participant can make an assurance that sufficient time will be dedicated
The participant has the ability to access the internet and email

As stated previously, participation is this study strictly voluntary and if you
know someone that may be interested, please share the attached request for
participants and/or have them contact me directly via email hixsonk@onid.orst.edu or
by calling me at: 503- 475-5996.

Thank you for your time and support,
Karen Hixson
Doctoral Candidate
Oregon State University
Request for Participants
You are invited to participate in a research study. Before you decide if you want to
participate, you should understand why the research is being done and what it will involve.
Please read the following information carefully. Please ask us if you are unsure what is
entailed or if you would like more information.
The purpose of qualitative study is to explore the relationship between clients and
their mental health professionals from the client’s perspective and with an emphasis on
power. The limited amount of research that has been done on power in therapeutic
relationships points to the relevance of power dynamics to the client’s experience and a
strong need for additional research. These kinds of studies usually involve 2 – 3 rounds of
interviews, and we anticipate that this study will include 3 rounds. This study is being
conducted by a student for the completion of a dissertation.
You are being invited to be in this study because you were identified as qualifying and you
expressed interested in participating. The following document will provide all necessary
information to inform you of your rights as a research participant and provide information
for you to make an informed decision about your consent to participate.
Inclusion criteria for participating in this study include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

You have had at least 6 months of counseling with a mental health professional
(talk therapy, not just medication management, any type of provider including
counselor, social worker, psychologist or psychiatric nurse practitioner etc.)
You are not a previous or current mental health practitioner
If you are not currently meeting with a mental health professional, you have
ended treatment no longer than one year ago
You are not actively suicidal and are able to communicate through any active
psychotic experiences
You have some awareness of power dynamics in therapeutic relationships
You have the capacity and willingness to contribute to this study
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•
•

You give your assurance that sufficient time will be dedicated
You have the ability to access the internet and email

Prior to study participation, you will be asked to verify that you meet the
inclusion criteria and asked to give written consent to participate. Should you be
interested in participating, I will contact you directly with a participant information
form, and if we decide to proceed, I will send you a consent form for your review and
agreement, and the questions to be asked during the initial interview. If you are
interested, please contact me, Karen Hixson, directly via email: hixsonk@onid.orst.edu
or by calling me at: 503- 475-5996
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CONSENT FORM
Project Title: A Critical Grounded Theory of the Client's Experience of Power in the
Therapeutic Relationship
Principal Investigator:
Student Researcher:

Dr. Deborah Rubel
Karen Hixson

Version Date:

07-22-2015

1. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS FORM?
This form contains information you will need to help you decide whether to be in this research
study or not. Please read the form carefully and ask the study team member(s) questions
about anything that is not clear.
2. WHY IS THIS RESEARCH STUDY BEING DONE?
This study is being conducted by a student for the completion of a dissertation. The purpose of
this qualitative study is to explore the relationship between clients and their mental health
professionals from the client’s perspective and with an emphasis on power. The limited amount
of research that has been done on power in therapeutic relationships points to the relevance of
power dynamics to the client’s experience and a strong need for additional research. These
kinds of studies usually involve 2 – 3 rounds of interviews, and we anticipate that this study will
include three rounds as well as a member check where you will provided feedback on the
preliminary results. The following document will provide all necessary information to inform
you of your rights as a research participant and provide information for you to make an
informed decision about your consent to participate.
Up to 15 people may be invited to take part in this study.
3. WHY AM I BEING INVITED TO TAKE PART IN THIS STUDY?
You are being invited to be in this study because you were identified as qualifying and you
expressed interested in participating. You qualify for the study based on the following:
You have had 6 months of counseling with a mental health professional (talk
therapy/psychotherapy, not just medication management, any type of professional
provider is acceptable: counselor/therapist, marriage and family therapist, social
worker, psychologist, psychiatric nurse practitioner etc.).
You are not a previous or currently practicing mental health professional
If you are not currently meeting with a mental health professional, you have ended
treatment no longer than one year ago
Page 1 of 4
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You are not actively suicidal and able to communicate through any psychotic
experiences
You have some awareness of power dynamics in therapeutic relationships
You have the capacity and willingness to contribute to this study
You can make an assurance that sufficient time will be dedicated
You have the ability to access the internet and email
4. WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF I TAKE PART IN THIS RESEARCH STUDY?
The study activities include a brief phone screening, a demographic questionnaire, 2-3
interviews (up to 60 min each), and a review of the student researcher’s preliminary results and
theory prior to publication.
Study duration: It is expected that the total time spent over the course of 6 months will be less
than four hours.
Recordings and photographs: An audio recording of all the interviews are required to ensure
accurate transcription and data analysis for the current study. By consenting to the study you
are agreeing to be audio recorded. All identifying information will be removed from the written
transcript.
Storage and Future use of data: When the study is completed, all forms and data will be
transferred and stored separately in a locked file cabinet on the OSU campus by the Principal
Investigator for a minimum of three years post study termination. All data stored on a
computer will be password protected and only accessible to the researchers.
Study Results: The results of the study will be shared with you so that you can give feedback
and comment on preliminary findings. The researcher will evaluate all participant comments
and feedback, make changes to the research findings as deemed appropriate, and the Research
Report will be drafted for defense of the dissertation and submission for publication in a
professional journal.
5. WHAT ARE THE RISKS AND POSSIBLE DISCOMFORTS OF THIS STUDY?
It in not expected this study will cause you any harm, but it may be uncomfortable or
embarrassing to discuss any past therapeutic interactions that were difficult for you. There is
also some risk of identification by participation in the study, although all appropriate steps will
be taken to reduce this possibility. It is also possible you could become more aware of power
dynamics with your current practitioner. Should you need additional emotional support at any
point, you will be referred to local mental health providers and appropriate crisis support.
You will not be asked or required to disclose the identities of any treatment professionals you
discuss in your interviews.
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6. WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF THIS STUDY?
We do not know if you will benefit from being in this study. However, you may experience new
insights or make meaning from the discussion of your therapeutic relationships through
participation in interviews during the course of the study.
7. WILL I BE PAID FOR BEING IN THIS STUDY?
You will be paid for being in this research study.
You will be paid with a $15 gift card for each interview you participate in for a possible total of
$45 for up to three interviews including a member check. You will be paid for the interview
even if you decide to end it early. You will only be paid for those interviews you participate in
and only for the number of interviews needed for the study (up to three). At the conclusion of
each interview your participate in, you will be given $15 gift card by the student researcher.
8. WHO WILL SEE THE INFORMATION I GIVE?
The information you provide during this research study will be kept confidential to the extent
permitted by law. Research records will be stored securely and only researchers will have
access to the records. Federal regulatory agencies and the Oregon State University Institutional
Review Board (a committee that reviews and approves research studies) may inspect and copy
records pertaining to this research. Some of these records could contain information that
personally identifies you.
If the results of this project are published your identity will not be made public. Qualitative
research involves the use of direct quotes. All appropriate steps in alignment with the reporting
of qualitative research will be taken to ensure that your identity is not identifiable in the final
research report.
To help ensure confidentiality, we will use identification code numbers on data forms instead of
names, use locked filing cabinets and storage areas, and password-protected computer files on
password-protected computers.
Under Oregon law, researchers are required to report to the appropriate authorities any
information concerning child abuse or neglect. The researchers may also report threats of harm
to self or to others. If I suspect information you may share in the interview meets any of these
guidelines, I will interrupt the interview to remind you of these reporting responsibilities. The
only time research participant identity would be revealed is if during an interview, the research
participant tells the researcher something with sufficient detail that must be reported by law. If
this should occur, the incident will be reported to OSU IRB within the required time limit.
You will not be asked or required to disclose the identities of any treatment professionals you
discuss in your interviews. Under Oregon law, I am required to report prohibited and
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unprofessional behavior of fellow mental health professionals. In the case that this occurs, I will
give you a client handout that includes the boards in Oregon responsible for the ethical conduct
of mental health professionals. If your treatment occurred in another state, I will research the
appropriate agency you may report to.
Participation in this study is voluntary. If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at
any time without penalty. You will not be treated differently if you decide to stop taking part in
the study. If you choose to withdraw from this project before it ends, the researchers may keep
information collected about you and this information may be included in study reports.
Your decision to take part or not take part in this study will not affect your relationship with the
researcher.
9. WHO DO I CONTACT IF I HAVE QUESTIONS?
If you have any questions about this research project, please contact: Dr. Deborah Rubel at
deborah.rubel@oregonstate.edu or (541) 737-5973.
If you have questions about your rights or welfare as a participant, please contact the Oregon
State University Institutional Review Board (IRB) Office, at (541) 737-8008 or by email at
IRB@oregonstate.edu.

10. WHAT DOES VERBAL CONSENT MEAN?
Verbal consent is being used for this study rather than written consent. This reduces the
likelihood of your identity being revealed as you are not required to sign an informed consent
form that would be kept on file. Verbal consent means that I will ask you for your consent to
participate in the study which indicates this study has been explained to you, that your
questions have been answered, and that you agree to take part in this study. I will ask for your
verbal consent before engaging in any study-related activities.

OSU IRB

Study # 6864

Expiration Date: 07/21/2016
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Appendix E
Round One Research Memos
Memo: 10/17/15
There is a sense in the data of how clients and counselors negotiate dichotomous or
totalizing understandings. There are times where holding the complexity is helpful and
others when naming the one true thing is necessary.
Okay, I’m sensing the main concern of participants is their own safety, comfort and
assessment of how they are being helped/how the power dynamic is helping them meet
their goals: is this working for me? Is there enough room to contain the difference,
divergence, “off base” moments in this TR? Monitoring the power. Also, does the way
power works in this relationship help me with my primary struggles with power outside of
the TR, in my life?
10/25/15: How do I keep trying to find a MHP that will work out power with me in a way
that mirrors my challenges with power in my personal/political life?
The prime mover:
There is a journey of growing into knowing what the client needs from therapy/the TRwhen they are new, they are naïve, uncomfortable, uncertain and unsure of how it works.
The norms aren’t set yet. They come to assess moments in therapy, their own reactions to
them, how/if they feel better/helped and make better and better decisions over time about
the right fit. Some get lucky and find a good fit on their first try. Those who assess they are
not being helped or the MHP isn’t a fit will do almost anything to get out of it, shy of
actually saying it. I almost sense they don’t even feel talking about it is even an option,
especially if the MHP doesn’t bring it up. There seem to be certain social/professional limits
to honesty in the TR.
Concepts (assign concepts that answer: what is being said?)
Assessing my own wellness
Negotiating who is in charge
Shifting from “fix me” to sharing the power for change
Knowing when help is needed
Going above and beyond/feeling heard
Handing the power back with an awareness of needing to help and yet maintain
client’s identity/uniqueness
Using expert power to shore up personal power/increase power
There is a process, a transformation, a journey of that power being shared (the
journey towards power balancing?)
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Validating when things are indeed messy but finding a way through when
change/movement is needed;
Sharing in the mutual human experience; participant is also justifying the therapists
self-disclosures and contemplating their intentionality (ongoing awareness of the
professional/expert role)
Putting the client in the expert role
Becoming human (professionals)
Distancing from the one down position into a neutral position (based on changes
made in TR with MHP)
Power is dynamic/there is a way that people understand power through the body
Themes/Categories (what is the relationship between concepts?)
The body
Humor
Growing towards knowing what I need from a MHP over time
Mirror of power: working out power with the MHP based on power challenges in
personal life
Avoiding using my power to end the relationship
12/9/15: Current notes on categories and properties
Core category: Working with the power differential— when clients/participants seek
out an MHP to assist them, they find ways to utilize, mitigate or resist their experience in
the TR with the MHP. There is an active and a passive dimension.
Sizing up the Experience: (are there smaller chunks to this? What is contained
within this?)
Does calibrating vulnerability go here?
Practicing/preparing/reflecting?
Protecting self vs. trusting the process?
Testing…?
“And, so I would be like OK, this hard, this is something that’s hard to… to share. And so I
would share it, or I’d share it generally, and then so she would sort of have a, then I would
wait for her response. And when her responses were always, and that’s the thing is that she
was always supportive and always… umm, helpful and compassionate. Like even if it was
something where I was like, oh I feel like I did something wrong, then I have to sort of
admit guilt, then it was like, and then her response would be, oh yeah, that is wrong. You
did do something wrong. And then her response was sort of, instead of like admonishment,
it was like sadness. It was like, oh I’m sorry you feel so guilty about what you did cause
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what you did was wrong. So I was like, oh OK so like she’s acknowledging that what I did
was wrong and yet she’s not gonna admonish me for it.”
“….like every session it was easier and easier to manage. And it was like every session I
could see results like very single time. And that just really encouraged me to keep going
cause I’m like, oh gosh (P laughs), this is so healthy for me. “
“I definitely spend the day and/or week just really chewing on it, really thinking about it.
And that’s why the consistency’s so good because it’s like, I really thought about what you
said last week and it made me think about this other thing. Or, oh you totally were right
about that. Let me give you another example of how I did that”
“we were more or less like two equals and that we were, like… the goal was for me to figure
out some stuff and we were both in it together.”
“I don’t know if the other therapists were explaining what their perspective was but I
wasn’t getting what that meant or if they weren’t even doing that. That’s really helpful
because you get an idea off the bat of where somebody is coming from, and then, to me, that
makes me feel more inclined to engage given that they are saying okay I want this to be a-not an issue of I’m telling you what’s going on, when they state outright that its about
working through this in that kind of level, then I feel more agency to be able to, if I were to
catch something that made me feel disempowered, that I would be more likely to say
something or speak up about it.” (does this go here?—so much overlap in a few of the
categories-work this out)
Subcategories:
Using Power/Sharing Power/Bearing With Unhelpfulness/Resisting Power/Mitigating
power
Properties/dimensions:
Contexts:
Pre-therapeutic Relationship to Power & Authority: (solid)
“growing up I grew up in a southern culture household where you just don’t get angry. You
know, you don’t let… you just don’t do that. And so, that was the same message. That
whether it was intentional or not, that’s what was coming through; that this isn’t OK.”
“Well I think that’s from working, umm, like working class jobs for a really long part of my
life. It’s like, when you’re in a, when you’re in your job, when your in your work
environment, there’s like… and, also, the relationship you have with a customer or a client.
There’s some power there too, I suppose because—it’s not much, there’s not really much
institutional power—but there’s definitely a like, I’ll leave a bad review or I’ll complain
about you or something like that. Or even just like to know that somebody’s so dissatisfied
with you would be, is, a really crappy thing. Because you can’t, when you’re a worker you
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have this like… yeah, I think there is sort of like a power relationship where you’re in
subservience to the people you’re serving.”
“I think I just like, umm… I suppose I have a really strong respect for authity when I judge
the authority as an authority, if that makes sense. // I’m like oh, this person’s good to me,
this person has good intentions. They may not be perfect, but I can just sort of give myself
to them. I can just sort of be like, OK, help me.” #8
“There’s a wide range of people, but that dynamic happens to you everywhere in your life.
It’s a constant like, who’s in power. That’s why bosses who self-deprecate are really
successful, I think, because they’re like, oh I’m the boss, but like, I’m an idiot!”
“I’m often hyper-worried about doing the wrong thing—that within the a therapy session is
a really big blockade for me to really get to what is going on if I’m worried if there will be
judgement for or approval or disapproval //// please them or do the “right thing” #6
Phenomena(s): (solid)
Maturing as a client (more mature/less mature): growing awareness of needs over
time, what to take/what to leave behind, how to use the TR to benefit them, learning the
“landscape,” harder to tolerate the unknown/ambiguity (who’s in charge?)
“…at this point I think if I was in a situation like this I think I would just know, OK this isn’t
a good fit, I’ll move on, you know.” “Now I… there’s maturity and experience that I could
recognize that.”
“I think, after being in counseling for a number of years, you get, I get better at
communicating myself and being able to verb, you know, put into words what I’m thinking
and what I’m feeling. So I don’t need somebody to ask as many questions cause I can kind of
do that on my own now. They’re just there bouncing or redirecting or asking me a different
question.”
“I’m much more grounded in who I am. Or more confident or more at peace or more
whatever word you wanna use, centered or whatever, that I don’t think it would… I don’t
think I would so easily get affected or sucked into it as quickly. Either one: I would probably
recognize it a little bit more if I didn’t feel like it was a good fit or if I felt… and I’m using the
power dynamic as a bad thing right now, like if they were trying to shift something or move
me in a certain direction or, umm. But I also feel like I have the ability to… I dunno,
probably just communicate myself much more than I did back then. And I also feel like I
probably could, I think I probably also could work with most any therapist and it would be
a benefit. Almost kind of like OK, I’m paying them to get something, like I’m using them to
move or to grow or to do something. So, whether I like them or not or it feels like it’s a good
fit or not, I still feel like I could leave with some progress. But that comes after sixteen years
of counseling.”
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Processes:
Phenom: depathologizing---process—(teaching/correcting/helping the client
accept?)
- “Cause I think that one of the things that was really hard for me was that I kept thinking
that I had to just stop it.”
“..trying to just suppress all that and there’s was just, just made it worse and it was just like
this spiral of, of, of difficulties. And so it was really liberating to be like, oh! I don’t have to
destroy that thing, I can just learn how to like live with it.”
(dimension)Using (property: working with current power realities)-bearingresisting
Learning to protect the self (process) active/passive (how is this like “resisting
power?”)
Is it part of maturing as a client or????
“…there’s always a degree of like what I’m going to share and what I’m not going to share.”
“I haven’t done enough processing with it in order to share.”
“…but maybe you’re right. And I would sort of just be like, I would tell her, oh I don’t agree
with what you’re saying, but I’ll really consider what you’re saying and I’ll think about what
you’re saying.”
Valuing your own expertise as a client?
(Purpose for working with power, exemplified in learning to protect the self, actively or
passively)
Current power realities, utilize power in the TR to shore up their own power related to
relationships in their lives, experiment with power dynamics, test out safety/boundaries
(Solid) Perhaps this should also include current power related identities
Learning to protect the self: hiding dissatisfaction, allowing for divergence with enough
common ground, testing the TR/practicing vulnerability (And so I think that that’s sort of
how I built trust with her was like, as I became more vulnerable she was more
accepting and then… even thought it happened very quickly, there was still like a
sort of gradient stage to it. ), testing limits/ethics/boundaries ? “imagined
conversations/played it through” “feeling seen” assessing how scary it was to share
something vulnerable
“when she would assert her power it was always like, oh OK, I gotta pay attention to what
she’s trying to assert because she is the trained professional knowing what’s ethical and
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what’s right for her practice and for herself, so. So I always sort of just tried to just be
aware of paying attention to the boundaries she needed.”
“I was afraid of hurting her feelings and also, like, afraid maybe that it would stall the
counseling process or the relationship. Or that it might set it back. I guess, like, I guess
that’s part of what I was worried about.” #4
“From there I chose a therapist from the community, it wasn’t through school, so that,
being able to build that relationship with a therapist that it felt like I had agency in, being
able to chose that, was really helpful. That therapist was validating of my past therapy
experience so that I didn’t feel like I was a crazy person. So that really helped to get the ball
back rolling.” #6
Resisting the power differential: faking it to pass time, shutting down, confronting the
MHP with a dimension of willingness to confront vs. saving face, using humor to process
and critique rejecting the MHP’s expertise
The therapist at that point of time had strongly influenced me to take a leave of absence
form school and strongly advocated to the administration for me to leave. I signed a
voluntary leave of absence with the understanding that it would be in my best interest to
sign it voluntarily. I did that and then when I got back to [home state] I went into the
emergency room which was also at the suggestion of my MHP from school, that that would
be the fast track to get back to school. I didn’t necessarily realize that going into the
emergency room meant that I would be hospitalized because of the questions they were
asking, like safety check kinds of things… #6
Losing agency: At that point also during that hospitalization there was a point where my
parents had come in to visit me and one of the MHP’s in the hospital shared, with my
parents without telling me ahead of time, that they were going to let my parents know I had
been engaging in self-harm behavior. I was in the room with them when that happened and
that was very uncomfortable. That early part of all of that, MH treatment, was a lot of
feeling like I didn’t have much agency in the situation and there were a lot of decisions
being made for me. #6
“Like there were some things that I never ended up bringing up”
“she always sort of tried to redirect the focus to me, often times. But I was always very
interested in learning more about her and, just like, I know/I knew it wasn’t appropriate
but I was like oh, she… I could totally be friends with this lady, she’s so interesting and she’s
so neat. “
Using the power differential/sharing power: using the body, using metaphor,
trusting/testing expertise (“I always just let her redirect it to where she wanted because I
assumed she was doing it because she was trying to do some sort of treatment.”), adjusting
expectations, (MHP) revealing your philosophy, MHP (giving client permission) - allowing
the client to be the expert, allowing the MHP to be human (rather than omnipotent),
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working out the power dynamic in the TR related to everyday power realities, accepting
MHP’s influence
“… I think, for me, trying to like take some of that back and being like, you know, in the last
month or so like spending a little bit more time like actually in front of a mirror like saying
things to myself that I wanna hear instead of like projecting it through an authority figure
that I want to say to me so that I can feel those things being true because someone of
authority told them to me.”
“I don’t feel like I ever had anything where I felt like I had to do anything with her. It was
always just sort of like; try this it might work, try this it might work, try this it might work.
And some of them I tried and some of them I didn’t. Like, there was some Buddhist
techniques that she taught me that I was like, I don’t wanna try that. But, umm, there were
other things that she said, she was like I want you to try this and I was like, oh that sounds
like a great idea! And then I never did it. But then there were also times where she’d be like
hey, do this and I would it and it would really help. “
I never felt like she ever told me to do something that I had to do, you know?
Respecting the power:
“Because it was really obvious she didn’t wanna do it. I didn’t even wanna
bring up why I wanted it because I didn’t wanna like put any pressure on her that
like… cause I didn’t want her to have to like tell me no.”
OK, I don’t agree with you but I trust that you have a really valid reason for making
that suggestion, so I’ll really take it to heart.
I think that her disclosure was something that she did consciously in order to—this
is my theory—in order to, umm… mutual vulnerability.
“So, she was like, oh, if you’re gonna open up about your life, I’m gonna tell you a
little bit bout mine. And she would tell me stories of, even like what she did in the
week, like since I last saw her. And every time she would do something like that it
always made me feel more comfortable. Umm, it made me feel like I, it made me feel
inspired always to share more with her. So, that’s why it was sort of like, I was sort
of like, oh she tells me about her life and I tell her about my life and it was sort of
weird cause it was like oh, it feels really friendly, but I know it’s not friendly.”
Positive use of power:
knowing when to push more or prod more about things that might need to get talked
about, that there is a level of discomfort about, like trauma or things that are uncomfortable
about their subject or nature. If I had been made to feel more comfortable or pushed to ask
more questions to try to get---maybe I would have been able to open up even thought i
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didn’t feel super comfortable with it—what that that line is, you want a client to feel
comfortable but also knowing what their, within the boundaries of what the set forth but
also being able to draw more out that maybe would have been helpful. #6
Social lens alignment (in vivo code):
What is this about?
Is it called something different? (check meeting recording, toward the end)
Why is it important?
Social identities/identity politics/areas of marginalization must be respected.
“So I was like, well it has to be somebody who’s OK with all these aspects of my identity
cause otherwise what’s the point. It would just be a big waste of time!”
“Yes, my therapist that I have now and the therapist before, in particular, that’s when I
started transitioning [gender transition]. The therapist before this one was trans himself,
which he disclosed, not off the bat but maybe a couple months into our sessions, in a way
that he was relating, that showed me he was not judging feelings I was having and before
that I didn’t feel necessarily feel comfortable discussing or even exploring any of the
feelings about my gender I had before that for fear of not understanding or judgment or
being labeled certain things that could have negative impacts—stigmas that follow you
around. #6”
“With my current therapist, one of the things we talked about on the get go or what I heard
from her was that spirituality as being a part of the things that she sees as part of holistic
care and I… that’s…at the time, and, I’m changing a bit now but that was not my jam at all.
She was telling me that in the first session and I remember thinking this is not gonna
work. And having this moment of maybe I’m not gonna come back, this will be the only
session and then I’m done. Something about the openness she put out there um,
allowed me to be able to say, listen I think spirituality is bullshit and was really frank
with it and we had this conversation where she like really heard what I was saying.
She kind of let me have my little rant about it. Since then were able to come back to it
and talk about it in ways that have really shifted pre-conceived ideas about that and we’ve
been able to work through what, why I feel that way about these things. #6
their-philosophy or theory that grounds….their practice…
I knew it was going to have to be somebody that was anti-oppressive feminist lens or it
wouldn’t work because I needed for myself to have that to know that we were coming from
that same place #6
her explaining that socially conscious counseling as being this part of her and also divulging
things about her training about social justice Buddhism or whatever the right way to say
that is, I could see we had similar ways of seeing the world so we could connect on the idea
that her version of spiritually wasn’t like “shits rainbows” it’s not that but it acknowledges
pain and suffering, bing able to have some common ground then, I felt better about
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pushing back because we had things we agreed on and we had a mutual respect of opinion
#6
Tenacity to keep trying despite betrayal, unhelpfulness and poor fit:
It’s like a lot of people talk about the process of finding a therapist that you click with and
that’s something that I tried to really keep trying at, there were definitely points where I
was going to give up on therapy b/c I thought it was going to be more of the same bullshit.
I think finding people that I found to be really authentic reinvigorated my sense of-- faith in
the profession, if that makes sense.
From disempowerment to empowerment:
one of the things that was really hard for me at the time to sit with at the time was all of the
injustice and all of the big, structural problems with the world that don’t seem like they are
able to change even though I’m trying to work towards it but become very overwhelming,
one of the things we would talk about is having compassion for individuals, in this idea of
spirituality, just being able to kind of have compassion for people without saying it’s okay
the world is messed up that these moments you have with individual people can be part of
this bigger thing that makes you feel at peace which doesn’t negate the suffereing and pain
that exsists and so that there is this balance of being able to hold both things and that was a
really big thing for me to be able to acknowledge because I was super angsty and angry all
the time, um, that I would not have ben able to get to had i not been able to push back
initially and even open up the conversation about what spirutiality was which I wouldn’t
have been able to do if she wsn’t open for me to be able to do. I wouldn’t have had that kind
of breakthrough, whatever you would call it, had she not allowed for me to have space to
engage with her initially. #6
Condemned disempowerment:
I wasn’t necessarily being heard in earlier counseling sessions translated into a lot of
internal frustration that I was always going to feel whatever the vague form of depression I
was feeling or I was always going to feel misunderstood or unhappy #6
Interview epiphanies about power:
Some find it hard to believe their MHP didn’t have the power to intervene:
I’m curious now, like, I’m curious at the idea of me talking a lot and not giving her room to
initiate, umm, or direct. I just feel like, that was a thought that hadn’t, like, occurred to me
much until just now. I guess I always imagined her being, like, the professional and who
would be like totally [couldn’t decipher] steering things if that was what was needed or
whatever. But, maybe she didn’t feel that way. Maybe she didn’t have that comfort or
confidence. And so, I don’t know. That’s an interesting thought for me to think about. #4
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Thinking about it now, it’s pretty frustrating b/c it seems like trying to open that
conversation up or just checking in, even if they thought things were going swimmingly, it
could have at least opened the door up to have a conversation where we could have at least
tried to have that kind of communication. To not check in on that seems kind of, I don’t
know, like either prideful on their part or making a lot of assumptions about the work that
they think that they must be doing, which is, it’s not going to make me feel like really open
talking if they have that kind of energy, I guess. #6
Other interesting things:
I think what could have been helpful is trying to frame therapy as not trying to fix certain
things…that gives the idea that there is an end game as opposed to thinking about as a life
long process of just self-care, if that was something they kind of were able to sense I was
feeling,
Another property within a category?
I think in particular my current therapist is very good at putting out there that there aren’t
those things, there isn’t a goal, there is nothing to fix. That makes me feel much more
comfortable, one being able to speak to her frankly and two, not feeling like I have to
pretend that something is going well that they are doing what they need to be doing.
Things I’m wondering about:
What makes it “comfortable to disagree” yet not comfortable to “hurt her feelings” with
feedback. What is the difference, nuance of these two scenarios?
Memo 12-20-15: Current notes on categories and properties
1) Learning to protect the self:
I initially saw this as a process that occurs fairly early in the TR through evaluating and
reflecting on how safe the counselor is, how much the counselor gets the client and how much
one is willing to share with the MHP at the time. Seems to also be a result of sizing up the
experience and protecting the self…. As I reflect further, it seems to be a way of mitigating
the power or considering when, how and how much to share in relation to contemplating
how they will utilize the power by withholding information, mastering information on their
own before sharing or contemplating how much influence the counselors ideas/opinions or
expertise will have. There is a sense of trying to modulate how much power the client will give
the counselor. Modulating/mitigating the power within the PD?
“there’s always a degree of like what I’m going to share and what I’m not going to share.”
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“I haven’t done enough processing with it in order to share.”
“…but maybe you’re right. And I would sort of just be like, I would tell her, oh I don’t agree
with what you’re saying, but I’ll really consider what you’re saying and I’ll think about what
you’re saying.”
2) Is it utilizing power in the therapeutic relationship, within the power differential or
utilizing power of the MHP?
While I’ve been pretty loose with what I mean specifically by the main category of “utilizing
power”---utilizing power of what or who? I’m contemplating Rubel’s comments on where the
therapist is in this theory and how the perception of the therapist and who they are is
important to the client. I’m thinking of placing the focus relationally, power differential
seems too specific from what the participants are saying, and utilizing power of the MHP take
the client out of the scenario and they are a BIG part of how power is utilized or not. The
participants are speaking a bit more generally about utilizing power---power of the
interaction between themselves and the MHP—a vague process of interacting, deciding,
contemplating, reflecting, assessing, judging through interactions, pre-thinking about
sessions….
I think the main category is Utilizing Power in the Therapeutic Relationship.
There seems to be a gap in the data re: how client decided how to utilize the power in the
therapeutic relationship. What makes them open to the power? What makes them skeptical?
3) What is sizing up the experience? What does it contain within it? What does the
enormous ground this concept covers obscure?
Within this giant category are things like, calibrating vulnerability (something about
safety), observing the MHP’s responses to sharing (again safety or perhaps perceiving the
MHP as helpful or unhelpful?), practicing and preparing for sessions, reflecting on
interactions and helpfulness in sessions—How transparent is the MHP about their approach,
their own assessments, values and beliefs. How collaborative and helpful is the work?
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Appendix F
Round One Key Figures
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Appendix G
Round Two Key Research Memos
Memo: Participant’s therapeutic process being impacted by the research
I’m aware that this research process is impacting the participants’ in their therapeutic
relationships. They have alluded to it in round two interviews. There is a way that being asked
about power in TR’s and sharing their experience has heightened their awareness of power. A
few participants were able to highlight new power related experiences since round one, one
participant stopped an unhelpful counseling relationship sooner than she would have, one
participant timed our meeting to correspond with some struggles they were having with their
counselor—they are becoming fellow trackers of power, right along with me.
I guess for me I didn’t… power is so specific and I just never thought about it really
in the context of being that specific. It was just like ‘Oh I have relationships with people and
some people are in more authority positions’ but I never really gave it that name of ‘power’
and thinking about power so specifically in terms of how that relates to who I am and my
identities. I don’t know if that’s because it’s less of, that I just come from a more privileged
place of not having to think about it in such a specific way or that it just was never
presented to me in a way that I was like ‘Oh! That’s something that I could use to describe
these feelings.’ #5
Memo: Resisting Power-Passive-Protecting the MHP?
There is not just a sense that clients want to avoid hurting the MHP’s feelings or avoid
their own discomfort in bringing things up, but a more active desire to protect their feelings,
too. Almost an effort to sacrifice their own needs as a client to “help the bad interns” or when
an MHP is likeable, to keep going to counseling to protect the MHP’s ego. This seems to be
some way of negotiating the tension between liking an MHP as a person but not getting what
you need from them. Protecting the MHP has a distinct feel compared to saving face to resist
power.
Memo: Benefitting from PowerOn Benefitting from effective negotiation of power:
“I think it proves to me over and over that even if someone is in a place of authority or I
perceive them to be better than me or more powerful than me, I still have power in that
situation. That I’m still able to express how I feel or if something bothers me and I think we
are getting to, I’m starting to understand what my reaction is so I can start to break down
more why is it that I feel so shitty when I say how I feel and why I think that everyone’s so
much better than I am. So I think with [current MHP] it’s a super safe space for me to
explore that and to also get constant positive feedback about ‘it’s ok for you to say how you
feel. I’m not going anywhere. I’m not going to yell at you. I’m not going to tell you if you
are right or wrong, I’m just going to listen.’ I think that that’s super beneficial for me.”
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This quote makes me question my properties for the category of benefitting from
power…meaning, I have these interesting static results properties I’m working with right now:
i.e. benefitting = therapist normalizing. But I get the sense that this category should be a
direct result of positive/effective use of power. What are the power benefits? The power
benefit above is that an effective use of power contexts allows disempowering power contexts
to shift/change/move towards empowerment. Perhaps a general description of power
contexts would be empowered/disempowered/avoidant?
Memo: Discomfort with bottom half of theory/diagram
I know the bottom half of the theory is not where it needs to be yet. It just doesn’t feel
as solid as the top (the contexts/process). The consequences are a bit harder b/c they are not
as defined. Some grey areas and complexity is eluding definition. The client is often struggling
with power. Not openly resisting, nothing bad about the MHP, just struggling with it. I think
this goes somewhere. The client is wrestling with power—when they feel too vulnerable, when
they run out of money, when they want to give feedback but don’t, they aren’t always sure
anything bad is happening but they wonder about how much strife it is all causing, how much
discomfort….. It’s just the struggle. The struggle is part of it. Wrestling with the power
dynamic.
This is where a lot of experiences from participants 10, 7 & 5 go. Certain people wrestle
with it more and undoubtedly this seems related to an interactional effect between the client’s
and the MHP’s power contexts but more research is needed there/missing from the data.
Memo: Disinterested Peers
In preparing for the round two interviews, I’ve shared the diagram with quite a few
“disinterested peers”—mental health supervisees and colleagues. All seem very interested in
the current theory and are deeply intrigued by the research. They all appear very curious
about their own power in their TR’s and curious about how their clients would view their use
of power. The power contexts are very intriguing to most people who have seen the emerging
theory diagram and seem to have very high “face validity.” “This makes so much sense” is a
common response to the emerging theory.
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Memo: Interaction with Participants During Interviews
It’s been super fun to have the interaction in these interviews. Participants asking me
questions about things and being able to answer, share, communicate with them. This came
up when a client asked me about my own definition of power dynamics:
“Power dynamics, it just feels like I remember when I was first training to be a
counselor I was always aware of this historical piece of our history as counselors being very
psychodynamic. The idea that we are supposed to be a blank slate. That’s not true anymore,
we’ve moved into the age of authenticity and genuineness and transparency, thank god! I’ve
still always, as a political person as a more activist-y person, I’ve always thought about power,
structures of power, systems of power. I’ve just always thought a lot about this weird role I’m
in as a therapist and as a client. How does the power dynamic work in a modern
psychotherapy relationship? Because we are out of those times and I think it’s a lot more
complicated and I think there’s a lot of good stuff that happens with therapy. And then I also
think that it’s such a private confidential relationship that a lot of weird stuff happens too. I
think I’m just sort of interested in the institution of therapy as a whole. Thank goodness,
because I guess it’s good to be interested in something you do. I have so many curiosities and I
guess power dynamic for me is just that idea of what you said is that a therapist has more
expertise, right, they have more authority in some of these issues that people are coming for
help with, that doesn’t mean that they should treat people that way. I believe personally in a
more egalitarian way of seeing the relationship, but being aware that people are going to
perceive me as having more power. So being aware of that is important to me.”
This quote really outlines my history, my values and my biases in an authentic way
and sharing that with the research participant.
Memo: Mitigating Power
Mitigating Power as an action seems to have a component of bargaining. An active
process of assessing how much one can glean from the struggle or bear with unhelpfulness
without sacrificing too much of themselves, their own dignity and power. It seems connected
to how much they take responsibility for the work they need to do, how much the know about
their own struggles and bargaining about how much they can tolerate.
Memo: New category of coerced by power or conceding to power:
It’s interesting b/c the participants in this study seem to have a keen awareness of
power in their own lives and in the TR. However, most have not reported experiences that fit
into the category of outright coercion aside from one or two examples. Some of the powerladen experiences are from professionals outside those that we are studying (hypnotist,
hospital staff, etc.) Many of the experiences seem complex, grey and are more about
mitigating, bargaining or resisting yet still maintaining a connection with the MHP and
keeping the TR intact.
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The description of Utilizing Power as a central category seems a bit off right
now….how client make use of power is missing some key components. Maybe I’m being too
literal with it. Client’s use power in the TR to benefit from it, they use power by mitigating it to
get what they need, the use it by resisting it and they use it by conceding to it. Hmmm….
Maybe it has something to do with how the MHP is implicated in it, too. Yeah, so, MHP’s
awareness and use of client’s pre-therapeutic + client’s current power related identities leads
to benefitting, mitigating, resisting or conceding.
Memo: Including the MHP more directly in the theory
My second interview with participant #3 reinforced Dr. Rubel’s challenge to include
the MHP more in the theory. This really came up in regards to the category of “maturing as a
client.” This category seems highly relevant to the MHP, too. Participants who have discussed
working with interns have a clear perspective that they are not working with “mature”
practitioners. Participant #3 seems very torn about this as she is constantly disappointed by
the intern experience but is low income and often feels as though this is her best option to
receive counseling. She feels as those she is helping the intern grow professionally, get to know
themselves, practice their style, etc., and that this is a burden to her. She admitted to sticking
it out with one of the interns as she felt invested in his growth. However, she is “maturing as a
client” as she cut her most recent intern counseling experience off after 3-4 months between
round #1 and round #2. I wonder how/if the study made her more aware of unhelpful
counseling/power, etc.? “Maturing as a MHP” seems a valid category to include in the theory. I
don’t know how many other categories that emphasize the MHP will fill out during round 2
interviews, but I plan to be open to the possibility. I have been avoiding the power of the MHP
in the theory but of course, it is a relational, two-person dynamic.
Memo 3-10-16 MHP’s Power Orientation
I’m wondering about the active power orientation, I think there is dimensionality and
variation to this—active can be positive and also negative. This seems important to
distinguish. The MHP’s power orientation, through the client’s perception, can be active and
helpful, challenging, transformative or active and destructive/disempowering. This reminds
me very much of my schema for Chapter 2 metasynthesis.
Memo: 3-8-16 Meeting with Dr. Rubel/ reflection on wording for core category
Talking to Dr. Rubel today about “utilizing power” as a core category was helpful. It
wasn’t sitting well with me and she was able to help me name that “benefitting” was a sort of
stable, static, results-oriented property (too receptive) and “wresting” and “resisting” are
more movement oriented, process properties. This helps me understand my discomfort with
“utilizing power.” It’s too static. Negotiating power, engaging power, encountering
power…these are closer to encapsulating and describing the experiences of power.
Memo: 3-8-16 Researcher reflections following meeting with Dr. Rubel
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Struggle with representation today! I realized I was sort of passively writing the
results in a very positivistic way without realizing it. However, when Dr. Rubel noted that
client perception might be a better frame, that did not sit well with me. It feels very dismissive
of the participants’ experience. While they are commenting about the MHP through their own
experience, it is very powerful and connected to events that have occurred. They aren’t just
waxing poetic. The experiences happened and they are sharing their thoughts, opinions and
story about it. Somehow, I need to walk the line between representing these “results” as
constructivist while critically unraveling them in the discussion. Right now, I’m doing what
Charmaz states as “naïve.” Part of me wants to avoid theorizing and wants the participant
narratives to speak for themselves. I’d love this shortcut to avoid my own process somehow.
I’m not afraid at all to be reflexive but I’m afraid of misrepresenting the participants
experiences and “creating knowledge” that is bullshit—either for the establishment or just as
a phony performance of knowledge.
Memo: 3/19/16: Bargaining to maintain connection vs. missed opportunities vs.
protecting the MHP
Little bit of a struggle here discerning between these categories/properties…..what is
the difference between bargaining to maintain connection, missed opportunities and
protecting the MHP?
Missed opportunities are an ineffective negation of power resulting from poor use
and awareness of the power contexts. Missed opportunities to what? Missed opportunities to
effectively use the power context to negotiate power more effectively! Which may result in
transformation/empowerment!
Protecting the MHP. Hmm….this is definitely an ineffective awareness and use of the
power contexts which results in the client withholding critique to protect the “nice MHP
intern.” Perhaps represents variability in the saving face category?—saving face-passiveprotecting the MHP vs. protecting the self.
Bargaining to maintain connection or deal with unhelpfulness…hmmm…..bearing
with unhelpfulness was an early code. This has morphed into bargaining to maintain
connection but I’m not quite sure what I mean here…most of the early quotes that related to
theearly bearing with unhelpfulness code have been absorbed into other categories—they
were related to MHP maturity or resisting power passively. These two quotes:
“I think we’ve set up our relationship and I’ve allowed certain things and set certain
boundaries and let some things…. I do feel like I have some of the power to do that…not all
of it, it’s a relationship but we’ve established that this is what we do and to change the rules
on her, I think would be mean. Maybe mean is not the right word but because of me it
would feel mean. I don’t think she’d take it as mean. I think she’d want me to say something
if I really needed to…I don’t necessary feel like I need to..It really does all work out, there
are weeks where it’s too much…” (Participant 1)
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“There are times when I’m sitting there and I’m like ‘I want you to challenge me and to
push me and to pull this out of me and you are not doing it.’ Probably, looking back, it’s
because I’m not giving enough, like I wasn’t giving enough. I mean, she’s not a mind reader,
she’s not just going to figure out you know…so I think it was me sitting there being like ‘I
want you to do some of this work for me.’ ‘I want you to figure it out’ you know? And I don’t
think I ever really gave her enough to do that so I feel like it was like in hindsight kind of an
unreasonable expectation.” (Participant 2)
…more accurately represent something like taking responsibility. Taking responsibility for
disappointments in the TR or ineffective negotiation of power. If the client let certain things
go or didn’t get what they though they wanted form the MHP, they reflected on those
experiences and assessed them through taking responsibility for their part in creating the
dynamic.
Where does taking responsibility go in the theory? It seems to be a way of making things okay
which might be a part of missed opportunities. A way of understanding missed opportunities
that have occurred in the TR. Perhaps represents variability within the category of
disempowering/ineffective-missed opportunities-taking responsibility. That feels right. There
is dimensionality to how clients understand ineffective power negotiation. It can be about
them as the client via taking responsibility, or about the MHP, which results in a more active
disempowerment.
Memo 3/19/16: Wresting with Power:
I was really toying with a category called “wrestling with power.” In round two, a couple
participants expressed experiences that were a bit more of a struggle- not bad or negative,
but a sort of wrestling with elements of power in the TR. Most of the quotes that lead me to
that category have now been re-organized as part of another aspect of the theory. Lotts of
clarifying and collapsing and discernment happening through analysis and theory
development. For example, maybe this quote below is just about Struggling with trust &
vulnerability:
It's like a fucking mindfuck. It's a mindfuck. Like, yesterday, like, kind of
retroactively, almost, aware of all the other times and that time, like, oh yea, this is
that feeling that I feel sometimes. I'm like, am I insane? Like, because it's like, it's like
trying to trust what someone is saying, which anyone I trust, they're like, expertise,
and wisdom, experience, training, all that shit, you know; but it's like what you're
saying is so like contrary to my perception of myself right now. Or something. It's
like, you know, it's just a mindfuck at the moment. I should clarify, really, remind
myself and mention to you that it's not, it's not just like black and white, stark
contrasts of contrasts, of like truths, or something. It's like, oh, like, you know, this
person is wise, and I know that they are trying to help me, and tell me all these
things, or whatever, and I'm just resistant to it. You know, it's not just that, it's also
like, it's like I start to trip out, you know, I'm all like, are you being fucked up to me?
are you fucking with me? You know, like my trust bullshit is like 24/7. I have these
annoying issues with trust. 10
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It’s so easy to get confused in this process! I’m noticing that there might be some info in
the data that is missing in the theory---the way the client builds up trust, tests vulnerability,
uses time to reflect on what happens..contemplates which can be a struggle of sorts and I
think the quote about represents something that would fit into that category—struggling
with trust and vulnerability.
Wrestling with power is real! In reviewing some interviews/quotes, it’s there. A
distinct process from other experiences, different from feeling empowered, resisting, feeling
disempowered---an active process of struggling with power, wrestling with it. This is a bit
more active of a process, seems to be ongoing and current with some of the participants. I
keep coming back to three cases and how their experiences represent this category more than
any other category. It must be in the theory.
Memo: 3-10-16: MHP Friendliness
Need to put the counselor friendliness somewhere----where does it go?
I’m thinking about MHP friendliness and where this goes in the theory. It’s definitely in the
data…at times it seems like MHP friendliness is an intentional effort on the part of the MHP to
help the client be vulnerable but other times, it seems to be connected to bargaining-meaning,
if the MHP is friendly and likeable, they the client can forgive or bypass critiquing the MHP
when they are unhelpful. Perceived MHP Friendliness might have different uses in the TR.
How does MHP friendliness help the client calibrate vulnerability? How does MHP friendliness
allow the client to bargain through unhelpfulness? What part of negotiating power does MHP
friendliness have?
“Our relationship, if we were neighbors and not counselor-patient, we’d be friends. I know
about her. She is potty training her son and I’ve seen pictures of her kids. She shares with
me, too, I think to help me feel…I don’t know if it is purposeful or if it is what it is. I feel like
it’s friendly.” #1
“I think respecting that she is a human and not be like you’ve spoken enough… and
knowing that maybe in the zombie apocalypse, I see her, I’ll help her ax a zombie b/c we’re
friends, too.”#1
Memo: 3/19/16: Calibrating vulnerability through mutual disclosure:
“I think that her disclosure was something that she did consciously in order to—this is my
theory—in order to, umm… mutual vulnerability. So, she was like, oh, if you’re gonna open
up about your life, I’m gonna tell you a little bit bout mine. And she would tell me stories of,
even like what she did in the week, like since I last saw her. And every time she would do
something like that it always made me feel more comfortable. Umm, it made me feel like I,
it made me feel inspired always to share more with her. So, that’s why it was sort of like, I
was sort of like, oh she tells me about her life and I tell her about my life and it was sort of
weird cause it was like oh, it feels really friendly, but I know it’s not friendly. But then I sort
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of had this desire to; there would be times where I would be like, oh that’s cool, is that
when you did that thing? And she’d be like, no. And so we’d sort of have an exchange about;
we’d have time where we were just exchanging about her. And that was something that
made me feel super comfortable because I feel, I often feel a little uncomfortable when all
the attention is on me. And so for her to like balance that and take some time for herself
really made me feel comfortable with her.” #8
This quote above feels super representative of a process that occurs in the TR. I’m not
sure right now if it represents part of the MHP’s power orientation or if it’s about an effective
negotiation of power (top of theory vs. bottom). It feels a bit more active than the top part of
the theory-power contexts-more like a results/process orientated category rather than a
static context based category……Relates to MHP friendliness, too. What does MHP
friendliness/disclosure serve? Serves the more effective negotiation of power/reduction in the
power dynamic. This is a way the MHP reduces the power dynamic, which is generically
represented in Ch 2 Metasynthensis. This quote mentions “mutual vulnerability” which is
another way to understand self-disclosure. Calibrating vulnerability through mutual
disclosure seems to be an effective/transformational way to negotiate power in the TR.
Memo 3-20-16- Theory Development
Okay, I’m really re-working things today. I ended yesterday’s theory development feeling like
some important elements of the theory were missing…like my efforts to collapse and define
restricted parts of the theory and parts of the participants’ experience. I feel like there is this
wider range of power related experiences that should be represented,. I can really feel it when
I look at the diagrams and/or when I think about the transcribed interviews. Some clients and
therapists are working to mitigate power, this might help with things moving towards
transforming/empowering…but others definitely experience this disempowering
stuff…and yet others are still wrestling with the power/trust/vulnerability. When the
power isn’t mitigated appropriately, then clients have the opportunity to resist, actively or
passively.
I think mitigating is a pre-condition of transforming. When the power is not mitigated, this
leads to disempowerment and/or a choice to passively or actively resists power. Mitigating
must come back in and wresting must stay in.
4/9/16 Memo: re transparency about approach/philosophy as a property of
mitigating power
How is this category different from MHP’s power orientation? These participants
are pretty explicit in the way they seek out MHP’s with an acceptable power orientation
that matches theirs: anti-oppressive, feminist, socially conscious, etc. calibrating
vulnerability by knowing the MHP is in alignment with their approach. #8’s quote re:
figuring out if MHP will support their identities. Maybe a matter of how client’s actively
inquire about approach/politics because they are power aware? Client’s approach to MHP
power orientation?
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4/2/16 Memo: How does protecting the MHP differ from taking responsibility and how
does protecting the MHP apply to MHP maturity/development?
How is bargaining different from taking responsibility?
Explore distinctions:
Where does bearing with unhelpfulness go in the theory? Bearing with unhelpfulness
includes bargaining, taking responsibility and protecting the MHP. They are all about ways
participants tolerate unhelpfulness through bargaining (this is the best I can get),
protecting (I like the MHP but…) and taking responsibility (I’m part of the problem, too).
Bearing with unhelpfulness interacts with the client’s power contexts somehow…
BargainingTaking responsibility-mitigating power.
Protecting the MHP—go in disempowering?
Passive resistance
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Appendix H
Round Two Key Figures
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Appendix I
Final Member Check Notes
1. What are your impressions? How well does the theory represent your experience?
“I can see where I fit in, not all of it. Where experiences I’ve had fit in certain areas….”
“It looks good, you have a good thing to work from.”
“I see parts of what have happened with me all over but not in every single one.”
“It’s also really cool, I don’t know the other participants but it feels normalizing, these are
experiences other people have too and these are the things they struggle with, don’t
struggle with or are successful with. That’s satisfying to me.”
“I agree with everything...I think it’s great this information will be available at some point
to people. I think it’s important for therapists to know…what techniques are best for them
to use….know what my belief of power is…and go into knowing that is something I need to
know to practice with people.”
“All this stuff just makes me think of my relationship with my MHP. We’ve talked about all
this stuff or so much of the wrestling with power resonates.”
“This is cool, this diagram. It makes a lot of sense.”
“There is a way for clients to find power through resisting.”
“That hits a button for me and that is something I’m bringing to it already because of who I
am.”
“I’m human and being human is weird, I’m gonna turn myself inside out and see what sort
of insights I can get to help other people be human. This [participating in the research] is
sort of that way.”
2. Anywhere in the theory where you felt uncertain or something doesn’t resonate?
Challenges or questions?
“The two things I’m thinking about is resisting power being effective, I don’t feel like I have
that experience. I feel like every time I’m resisting power, I’m being a little fucker.”
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“Now that we are talking about it, I can think of a lot of ways, I haven’t had to resist too
much but it’s been me wrestling with power.”
“I think I’m more on the empowering end of the consequences…there are things I didn’t
experience that I can’t speak to.”
“I haven’t had to struggle so much with power in my therapy relationships. I relate to this
on an intellectual level rather than an experiential level. The main way I feel disempowered
in therapist relationships is in accessing therapists and that is more of a medical systems
struggle. It feels pretty harmful, more than just disappointment.”
3. What do you think about how participating in the study or talking about power has
impacted you?
“It does feel like it happens sort of all the time maybe. I’ve been thinking about sources of
power too, the weird cultural ones I don’t want to have or part of expertise is what I want
to give power to not ‘manness’ or ‘oldness.’ ”
“Being aware of when power is a problem as opposed to not being able to identify what the
problem is...”
“This is a very human undertaking.”
“I think its awesome you picked this subject. I hope there is more research that goes into it
and I hope people start thinking about this especially when educating mental health
professionals.”
“I think it’s brought it to my attention. If certain things happen, I ask myself, is that power
related? Before this, it wasn’t on my radar. Our power dynamic feels really equal to me
now.”
“Having a deeper understanding of power is really important for mental health
professionals. I want this to be understood on the human level. Power is all over the place.”
“Having a space to process about therapy [in the research study] has made it easier to
process in therapy. I feel a little less like no skin on because at least I said this out loud to
someone that isn’t you [the current MHP] and that has been helpful. Everyone should get to
process about therapy, have a therapist and a therapist that is not your therapist to talk
about therapy.”
“The conversation about being disappointed [that happened in the study]…what was I
wanting, it was interesting to have that contrast, therapist are people and they have their
personalities, to have had you [the researcher] react to it and have my current MHP react to
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it was helpful to have the contrast and be able to address this with him. How do I say to say
someone that I’m disappointed with how you responded?”
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Appendix J
Figure 3: The Negotiation of Power in the Therapeutic Relationship
fig. 3: Negotiation of Power in the Therapeutic Relationship
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